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Paul Volcker discusses
overcoming inflation
By JENNIE GORDON
Staff Writer
Paul A. Volcker, Federal
Reserve Board chairman appearing on the basketball floor of
Mayfield High School, reminisced
of his basketball-playing victories
40-years ago, while stressing
Thursday the importance of his
present contest with economic
conditions.
The tallest, at 6'4", on a platform of western Kentucky
dignitaries, Volcker is fighting
toward another victory — overcoming inflation.
Volcker's speech brought nationwide attention to the town of
Mayfield because the federal
reserve board chairman usually
appears only in major cities.
However, Mayfield delivered the
hospitality and charm of a rural
setting and "an opportunity to get
to the grass roots," Volcker said.
Presented a key to the city of
Mayfield, a country ham and a
Kentucky Colonel certificate,
Volcker addressed a crowd of
2,000 from all walks of life, including an impressive front row of
gray-suited area bankers.
Volcker spoke of the time in the
1960s when the country was involved in the Viet Nam War and
the war on poverty while the
financial deficit grew. He said the
country then neglected to look for
an answer to inflation.
In the '70s, Volcker said that the
country adopted an attitude of raUotuilizing the situation, borrowing more and "why worry?"
Volcker said that he would like

CIGAR SMOKING TIME —
Federal Reserve Board Chairman
Paul A. Volcker puffed a cigar as
he fielded questions from western
Kentucky residents following his
speech Thursday night at
Mayfield High School.
to see the "80s be a reverse of the
'70s," instead of entering the
decade strong and exiting weak,
to declare "19113 as the year of expansion."

The Federal Reserve chairMINII
said that although the people tent
to look back and possibly see the
a better job could have been dons.
Infighting inflation earlier, "we
now have the wit and wiadom ta
look ahead and do what'a
necessary. We have time to de
right, but no time to waste."
Volcker said he believed thee
the sense of confidence and
stability may be improving and if
Americans displayed an attitude
of patient effort, they would be see
price stability, renewed confidence and renewed vigor.
Following his speech, Volcker
easily answered direct questions
from 20 of those in attendance concerning everyday issues such as
interest rates and available
money for borrowing.
A native of Cape May, N.J.,
Volcker, seeming to grow radio,
of one man's lengthy description
of the Americana setting of the
high school gym, ordered the
man, "enough of your observatons."
Vokker's responses did not
seem to satisfy John Spalding,
Hartford, who accused the
economic policies decided in
Washington as being helterskelter, "like an uncoached
basketball team."
To one woman who suggested
the possibility of establishing a
check with special marking insuring the worthiness of the
signature, Volcker said, "Well,
first of all, you'd have to know hole
good the bank is, anyway, your'
MasterCard is about there."

LOOKING AT THE MOMENTOS — (Prom lift) 5.11- Grog MOM Fowl ram; RIP Jail
Paducah; and Pail Volcker examine part of the awards bestowed in Volckar for wearies hi MseilL
!haft photos by Jamie Gerdes

NCAA proposing tougher eligibility requirements
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Current and prospective Murray State
University athletes would face tougher
eligibility requirements under proposed
National Collegiate Athletic Association
rules.
The NCAA will vote next month on
several proposals requiring higher
academic prerequisites for participation in
Division I school athletics.
Officials see the proposals as reflecting
prevailing concerns about some schools'
fudging of athletes' academic records, and
about academic standards in general. The
proposals are largely compatible with
general college preparation requirements
being considered by the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education.
To what extent the MSU athletic program would be affected by the changes is
unclear. Dean of Admissions Phillip Bryan
feels most of MS11's athletes would meet
the requirements of the proposals. In any
event, MSU would not be at a competitive
disadvantage because other conference
schools would have to abide by the standards also, President Constantine Curris
points out.
"The bottom line is, there are some
athletes across this country presently playing ball that will not be playing ball if this

passes," Curris said. The proposals reflect
the philosophy that "participation in intercollegiate athletics across the country is a
privilege, not a right," he said.
Curris believes a proposal from an
American Council on Education task force
has a good chance of passing at the Jan. 1012 NCAA convention. The proposal requires a student to have at least a 2.0
grade-point average in 11 high school
"core" courses, in order to be eligible for
college competition. Three courses in
English, and two each in math, SOCiAll
science and physical science would be required.
The ACE proposal also requires a combined SAT score of 700, or an ACT score of
15.
Continuing eligibility after enrollment
would require a student to complete 24
credit hours a year in a specific bachelordegree program.
Current rules require a high-school
grade-point of at least 2.0, but in no
specified courses. Likewise, 24 credit hours
are required for continuing eligibility but
not necessarily in a degree program.
The ACE proposal would be in part
eclipsed by stricter standards if the Council on Higher Education passes college admission guidelines it is considering. Those
requirements call for the completion of

Barber backs increase
in high school credits
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber said
he will probably recommend that
the state Board of Education increase from 18 to 20 the number of
credits needed for a high school
degree.
"Forty-nine of the (180)
districts already require 20 or
more credits for graduation,"
Barber said. And, he added, "we
probably would not name the
courses" if the additional credits
are required.
He added that he would like the
standard high school diploma to
Include a student's score from a
basic skills test.
"If you didn't score at the 12thgrade level, it wouldn't keep you
from graduating," Barber said.
"But it would give the college or
potential employer an idea of
what kind of individual they were
employing or admitting.

"And if a youngster knew this
was going to take place, the individual would put forth a little
more effort."
Barber was in Lexington on
Thursday for the taping of a weekly state Education Department
television program, "New
Shapes: Education."
A pm-college curriculum is expected to be approved next month
by the state Council on Higher
Education. The code, effective in
the fall of 1987, would require that
high school students complete 20
credits in specific areas in order
to obtain unconditional to Kentucky's universities.
The proposal has been modified
to allow flexibility in selection of
math and science courses.
Some school officials have expressed concern about possible
cost increases due to the toughened pre-college course re1Ceisthesed 0.Page 21

four units of English, three of math, and schools, whereas "Everybody understands
two each of science and social science. it now."
However, there is no grade-point requireReagan adds, however, that the mood to
ment and provision is made for exceptions. raise academic standards at MSU and
Another proposal the NCAA will consider elsewhere is strong. Curris feels there is
is as strict as the CHE requirements. It "more of a push" for higher NCAA
mandates four years of English, including academic standards this year, and points
one year of composition; two years of out that Harvard University President
math, including one of algebra; three Derek Bok is chairman of the ACE task
years of social science; two of natural force. Curris said chances of a proposal's
science, including one year of laboratory passing largely depends on the degree of
science; and four years of additional credit university president involvement, and 22
from among courses in those areas and presidents, including Eastern Kentucky's
foreign language, computer science and J.C. Powell and UK's Otis Singletary, enspeech.
dorsed this plan.
This proposal also mandates an overall
The ACE proposal is in essence "the very
GPA of 2.0, as well as in the specified same thing the Council on Higher Educacourses.
tion is saying: There's not only a need for
Less stringent NCAA proposals call for greater (college) preparation, but can they
three years of English and two of math.
succeed in college?" Brian said. "ProfesAltogether the NCAA will be looking at sionally, I would welcome this."
five proposals on academic requirements.
A fairly recent NCAA rule now in effect
MSU Athletic Director Johnny Reagan could also affect MSU athletics, which
says the NCAA typically considers several have benefited from talented transfer
academic proposals every year, and that students. Previously, a student just had to
just because they are being proposed pass 24 credit hours to be eligible for comdoesn't mean they will be adopted.
petition after transferring, Bryan said.
The specification of core courses may Beginning with those who enrolled in commake passage of the proposals difficult. munity colleges since the fall of 1961.
Reagan feels. It would be hard for high however, a degree will be required for
schoolers to understand some of the re- students who did not have a 2.0 average.
quirements, especially those in vocational
1Couthmed Os Page 21

fair tonight
Tonight fair min lows in the
low 30s. Light south winds.
Saturday increasing
cloudiness, breezy and mild.
Highs in the low 50s. South
winds 15 to 2Dmph.
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Professional schools
in state to be studied
The Council of. Higher Education has ordered a study to determine if the state can operate its
law and dental schools and
feasibility of a possible merger of
the medical centers at the Universities of Kentucky and Louisville
Action was stemmed by a directive from the council's executive
committee that stated present
economic conditions may not
make it possible to continue with
all the programs without affecting

quality
Harry Synder, executive director, is to notify the council Jan. 13
how much money can be saved if
one of the three law schools ( at
UK. U of L and Northern Kentucky) was closed. Two months
later, he is to outline savings of
closing one of the two dental
schools(at UK and U of L).
The merger of the UK and U of L
medical centers will be discussed
in July.

Parks board accepts audit bid
A low bid of $400 by Richardson,
Howe, Wilson and Cunningham to
audit the Murray-Calloway County Parks Beard records was accepted by the board Thursday
night
Parka Director Gary Hohman
said three bids were received by
the parks office.

In other business, Hohnian said
community response to the
"Christmas in the Park" display
has been good. He added Santa
Claus will be in the old courthouse
in the park from 6 p.m. to 8 tonight
and Monday.
During a review of the by-laws
the Dec. 1 budget preparation date
was changed to April 1.

MCCH to make
presentation
Officials representing MurrayCalloway County Hospital will
make • final presentation for the
acquisition of a CAT-SCAN to the
state Certificate of Need Board
Jan. 19.
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator, was optimistic during Thursday night's hospital
board meeting concerning the
location of the machine in Murray
despite a Certificate of Need ruling that the MCCH request is "inconsistent with the state health
plan." He explained that Western
Baptist Hospital, Hopkinsville,
received approval for a CAT.
SCAN last year and, according to
state standards, another such
machine cannot be located in the
area unless the machine in operation handles at least 2,500 procedures per year.
Poston added the Hopkinsville
hospital still is in negotiation to
purchase a CAT-SCAN which may
allow the Certificate of Need
Board to permit such a request
from MCCH "We shouldn't have
to suffer for their mistakes," he
said.
Hospital officials hope to purchase a machine for the Murray
facility, which also would bring a
neurologist to MCCH.
The board moved to hire Bob
Miller, local attorney and past
hospital board member, to assist
the hospital with its presentation
Jan. 19.
In other action, all members of
the medical staff received staff
privileges for 1983. New staff officers include Dr. John Golberg,
chief of staff; Dr. Rob Williams,
vice chief if staff; and Dr. Dan
Miller, secretary-treasurer.
Dr Jim Hart Jr. also received
staff privileges. He will move his
practice — to include
sophisticated eye surgery with the
use of lasers — to Murray in
February.
sit
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Ag Secretary Block wants to initiate
farm program without endabling law
By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON CAP)— The
Senate stalemate on approving
the administration's new farm
proposal is prompting Agriculture
Secretary John Block to think
about acting on his own.
But without legislation setting it
up, the so-called payment-in-kind,
or PIK, program would probably
be severely limited and subject to
court challenges, officials say.
The PIK proposal calls for free
distribution of some surplus products to farmers who agree to
substantially cut 1983 production.
Block says there now appears to
be less than a 50 percent chance
that enabling legislation for the
program will be passed in the
waning lame-duck congressional
session. So he's charged government lawyers with finding out how
far he can go in starting the program without it.
Based on their analysis, which
should be completed by midJanuary, Block told the House
Agriculture Committee Thursday,
We may have the authority, we
may have the inclination to go
ahead."
"j'o wait for Congress to act
after the ftrst of the year," he
later told reporters at a luncheon,
"would just be a devastating blow
to thi"potential success of that

program from the standpoint of
fanner participation."
Farmers, he said, must know
within the next few weeks what
the ground rules will be on their
1963 crops.
To be eligible, corn, wheat, rice
and cotton farmers must already
have agreed to idle 20 to 25 percent
of their land under a previously
announced stockpile curtailment
program. That program provides
direct cash payments to farmers
and keeps them eligible for
federal price supports.
Under the PIK program,
farmers would be encouraged to
take an additional 10 percent to 30
percent of their land out of production and would be offered free
surplus commodities that they
could sell or use as they choose.
The result is supposed to be
higher market prices because
there would be less production and
a decrease in the surplus — with
the government saving billions of
dollars on price support costs in
the bargain.
But to make the concept work
without question, Block wants
Congress to lift a restriction on
sale of government-owned commodities at below market prices
and repeal a $50,000 limit on the
annual federal payments a farmer
can receive.
Legislation to do that is being

HO HO HO — As part of the "Christmas in the Park" celebration,
Santa Claus will make his annual visit to the old courthouse in the
Murray-C,alloway County Park from 6 p.m. to 8tonight and Monday.

blocked in the Senate by demands
for time-consuming debate on
several amendments. Senate
leaders are not prepared to open
the doors to a second lengthy
debate as the Congress goes into
Its final days.
One USDA official said that
without legislation, the program
would probably only work for corn
and other feed grains.
Deputy Agriculture Secretary
Richard Lyng said no firm decisions have been made about a
future course if the lame-duck
Congress fails to act.
"But we're so enthused about
this that if there is any way at all
that we can satisfy our concern
about its legality, we will proceed," Lyng told the House panel.

Gorsuch cited
for contempt
of Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) — Anne
Gorsuch, cited for contempt of
Congress because she obeyed
President Reagan's orders to
withhold Environmental Protection Agency documents, says she
will keep following her boss' instructions and "do so proudly."
The House voted 259-105 Thursday night to cite the EPA administrator who defied a congressional subpoena to turn over
documents, asserting executive
privilege.
"Obviously, my mother didn't
raise any criminal, so I'm personally dismayed," said Mrs. Gorsuch, the highest official ever
charged in such a battle between
the executive and legislative branches of government.
But she added, "I work for the
president, and I will follow his instructions and do so proudly ... I
think the president made the correct decision."
She said she will continue to
refuse the documents subpoenaed
by the House Public Works Committee as part of its probe into how
EPA is handling its $1.6 billion
toxic wastes cleanup program.
The House resolution now goes
to the U.S. attorney for the
District of Columbia for presentation to a federal grand jury, which
could indict Mrs. Gorsuch.
- 'Conviction on contempt, a
criminal misdemeanor, carries a
fine of up to $1,000 and a jail term
of up to a year.
Rep. Elliott H. Levitas, D-Ga.,
said the U.S. attorney is legally
obligated to present the case to the
grand jury, but Justice Department officials said it could create
a murky legal situation.
If Mrs. Gorsuch were convicted,
the appeals that undoubtedly
would follow would ultimately go
to the Supreme Court, which could
issue a binding decision on the
rights of the executive and
legislative branches in questions
of executive privilege.

SHIELD WINS MORE RECOGNITION — Tim Bland (seated), Paducah senior, and Ann Pagan,
Owensboro senior, study the evaluation that earned The Shield, the Murray State University yearbook, a
fourth straight first place certificate in the national collegiate competition of the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association ((SPA) at Columbia University. Bland was the assistant editor and Miss Pagan a section editcr
of the 1962 edition which won the recognition. They are the editor and assistant editor respectively of the 1983
Shield. Shown with them are the co-advisers of the yearbook, Dr. Robert H. McGaughey (left), chairman of
the Department of Journalism and Radio-Television, and Frank Fad,director of printing services.

Shield honored
MSU yearbook wins first place for fourth time
The Shield, the Murray State
University yearbook, has earned a
fourth consecutive first place certificate for its 1982 edition in the
national collegiate competition of
the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association (CSPA) at Columbia
University.
An evaluation scorebook for The
Shield in the 48th annual contest
shows that it compiled 904 of a
possible 1,000 points to earn the
first place rating, as well as two
All-Columbian Awards for special
merit from among five categories.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
chairman of the Department of

PETE WALDROP a ROB McCALLON

NOW RECEIVING AIR CURED & DARK FIRED
AT

2FULL

SERVICE LOCATIONS

GROWERS FLOOR NO. 1 CiiOAI
R RAODFIVIE.PLE 4
GROWERS FLOOR NO. 2

ONE BLOCK AWAY
AT 207 MAPLE ST.

FLOOR CHARGES

$650

PER HUNDRED POUNDS

FLOOR HOURS 7 A.M. TO 5 P.M. OR ANYTIME BY APPOINTMENT
PHONE 753-3678 OR 759-1707
AFTER HOURS 753-7249 OR 753-8935

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OWNER OPERATED BY ROB McCALLON & PETE WALDROP

Frank Fazi, director of printing
services, is also a co-adviser to
The Shield. The 1982 yearbook was
printed by Jostens' American
Yearbook Co. of Clarksville, Tenn.
The Shield was first entered in
the CSPA competition in 1979 and
has earned the first place rating
each year since.
One of two major rating services for yearbooks, the CSPA
also sponsors national competitions for collegiate newspapers
and magazines. The CSPA is affiliated with the Columbia Univer3ity School of Journalism.

Reagan 'pretty angry'atSenate tactics
which caused gas tax plan to be dropped
a.

.

By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan is "pretty angry"
that conservative Republicans
forced the Senate to abandon a
jobs-creating gasoline tax increase that he was pushing, Majority Leader Howard H. Baker
Jr.says.
Following a week of wrangling,
Baker announced Thursday night
that he was halting debate on the
proposed nickel-a-gallon hike in
the federal gasoline tax, and moving on to other legislative
business.
Baker decided to give up on the

Air crash baffles
Air Force officials

GROWERS
LOOSE
LEAF
FLOOR

Journalism and Radio-Television
and a yearbook co-adviser, said
The Shield received special
recognition for theme and structure, with 96 of a possible 100
points, and layout/design, with 284
of a possible 300 points.
Charlote Houchins of Smiths
Grove, a 1982 graduate of Murray
State who is now a law student at
Vanderbilt University, was editor
of the 1982 Shield. She was last
year's Outstanding Senior Woman
at Murray State.
The assistant editor was Tim
Bland, Paducah senior, who is the
editor of the 1983 edition.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
A congressman called for an investigation of B-52 maintenance
after nine crewmen died when
their aircraft careened into a
muddy cow pasture only 18 days
after another aging bomber burned at the end of a runway.
Air Force spokesman Capt.
Louis Figueroa said Mather Air
Force Base officials were
"completely in the dark" about
the cause of the accident Thursday moments after the 450,000pound bomber took off on a training flight.
Witnesses said the pilot appeared to desperately maneuver
the bomber to miss stores, homes
and farm buildings and smash instead into the largest field off the
end of the runway.

•

tax hike measure after a move to
choke off a filibuster failed by 12
votes, and a meeting among
Baker, the opponents of the bill
and other Republican legislators
failed to soften the opposition.
Baker, R-Tenn., then called the
president and told him that the bill
would be shelved.
Asked about the telephone conversation, Baker said the president "was pretty angry about it. I
don't blame him,so was I."
Debate on the tax increase — intended to finance 65.5 billion worth
of highway, bridge and mass transit repair — had tied up the Senate
all week, and prevented action on
a stopgap spending bill necessary
to keep money flowing to the
federal government after midnight.

Lost along with the gas tax hike
was an amendment that would
have provided up to six more
weeks of jobless benefits for victims of the recession.
Although Baker insisted his
decision to halt debate on the gas
tax was temporary, other
senators and aides conceded the
bill was dead in the waning lameduck Congress.
Trying to resume Senate consideration of the measure would
not "have any chance of accomplishing anything positive,"
said Sen. Pete V. Domenici, RN.M.
It is expected that the administration will try again to gain
passage of the legislation in the
next Congress, which convenes
next month.

Athletes...
1Continued From Page 11
affect
students who wish to
That will
transfer to MSU for spring semester,
Bryan points out.
Curtis feels any new regulations may
"narrow the pool" of eligible athletes, but
that many prospective athletes won't be
deterred by eligibility problems.
"I think you'll find some kinds who want
to play badly enough, that they'll try to
make the grades at an institution so they
can play the following year," even if
they're ineligible for the first year.

Barber...
Wontinued From Page 11
quirements.
"I really cannot buy into the
fact that it's going to cost,"
Barber said. "In some cases, it
will require adding an extra
teacher in maybe the field of
science or an extra teacher in the
field of math. But I don't see it
causing a great hardship on the
districts."
Barber said that a task force
has come up with some
preliminary answers as to why
Kentucky 10th-graders scored
below the national average on the
Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills. Part of the problem,
Barber said, is "the courses the
youngsters are taking in the 10th
grade."
"We'll probably be making
some recommendation to the state
board in the future on what a
youngster should take in his ninth
year and his 10th years."

TAKES QUESTIONS — Paul Volcker (standing),Federal Reserve
Board chairman, fielded questions Thursday night in Mayfield
following a speech to some 2,000 spectators. His appearance was arranged and sponsored by US.Rep. Carroll Hubbard (seated.)
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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'Orphan'drugs
may be found
Although millons of Americans suffer from uncommon diseases for which there may be drugs
that offer relief or a cure, the number afflicted by
any single rare disease is small enough that pharmaceutical manufacturers don't consider It profitable to research and perfect promising drugs.
Such diseases as cystic fibrosis, Tay Sachs,
Tourette's syndrome, Huntington's chorea and Lou
Gehrig's illness cripple or kill from tens of
thousands up to 100,000 Americana. That's not
enough, say drug manufacturers, to recoup
research and development coats that can run into
the millions. Such diseases and their treatment
drugs therefore are said to be "orphans."
Ironically, and maddeningly for victims of orphan diseases, researchers often serendipitously
discover drugs that show promise for one of those
illnesses while researching more common diseases,
such as cancer. Lacking the profit incentive,•those
biochemical hopefuls remain at the margin of
research.
A bill by Rep. Henry A. Waxman, D-Calif., chairman of the House subcommittee on health and the
environment, would give drug producers tax incentives to cover some of the costs of developing new
oprhan drugs. Waxman estimates the cost of the
lost tax revenue at approximately $9 million a year,
a nominal enough sum. The tax incentive would be
based on strictly designed research protocols
limited to government-designed orphan diseases. A
rival Senate version, which along with Waxman's
bill is before a Senate-House conference committee,
would provide, instead of tax incentives, a program
of direct grants.
While good public policy ordinarily favors the
grant approach in such matter, the nature of drug
research and development makes Waxman's tax incentives preferable in this case. Pharmaceutical
research usually extends over a time period of five
years or more, during which grant funds might be
discontinued by Congress in mid-project. Further,
the bureaucratic uncertainties entailed in gaining
grant approval can delay certain ongoing research
beyond the point of economic feasibility — some
fortuitous discoveries must be pursued at the moment or put aside. Tax incentives present no grant
application barrier and are less likely to be revoked
in the course of a drug development project.
In either approach, an element of congressional
unreliability remains which might serve to
diminish the inducement to drug makers. But in addition to offering the better carrot, Waxman's bill
hit.S
.N,
Intiiiiibris for monitoring progress in iirthartdrug aevelopment which should serve as a spur to
the conscience of drug manufacturers.

Professions should
not be above law
There they go again.
Two hundred and forty-five congressmen, many
of them acting in their lame duck wisdom, have just
voted to exempt licensed professionals from regulation by the Federal Trade Commission. That's tantamount to making a professional diploma a ticket
to be above the law.
Here are some of the professionals exempted:
doctors, lawyers, nurses, chiropractors, surveyors,
architects, accountants, optometrists, clinical
psychologists, hygienists, podiatrists, actuaries
and engineers.
If you are one of the above, you are a member of a
privileged class of professionals who can fix prices,
fight against competition and even deceive consumers without fearing that the FTC will be after
you.
Of course, professionals police themselves. Look
how well our profession, journalism, polices itself.
We stopped Janet Cooke from publshing her madeup story, "Jimmy's World," in The Washington
Post, didn't we? Not quite. Janet Cooke won the
Pulitzer Prize before her lie was discovered.
Well, opponents of FTC regulation for professionals say that this is an issue of states' licensing
rights, rights with which the federal government
has no business meddling.
Why not? The medical profession is one of the biggest businesses in America, and inpart because of
non-competitive practices its prices are going up
faster than inflation and higher than what most
Americans can pay. Competition is the way to bring
prices down. It is the American way.
We hope the Senate comes to its senses, puts contributions from professional groups lower on its
priority list than the national interest and refuses to
go along with the House in this matter. A professional individual or corporation should be held to
the same federal standards of free competition and
fair trade as any other interstate service business.
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per6pective
heortline
Heartline is a service for smiler
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problem. If you
have a question or a problem not
animated in these columns, write to
Heardine, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45311. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am very confused
about Medicare and Medicaid. I am
constantly getting them mixed up,
probably because I don't have a good
understanding of just what Medicaid
does. Can you give me a brief
description of Medicaid? M.R.
ANSWER: Many people are often

confusing one for the other. Meat peoMe know that Medicare is something
that comes with social security
benefits, but many people don't even
know that they cannot get Medicare
until age 65, except in cases of
disability But Medicare is like a
bealth insurance policy, except you
at* pay premiums on the portion
which pays your physician charges.
The hospitalization insurance part is
free to those who are eligible for
social security retirement and age 65
or over. It is also available to persons
who have been eligible for social
security disability for 24 months.
Medicaid (or, in California, MediCal I is a program that helps pay the
medical bills for those persons on a
low, limited income who meet the re-

quirements of the abate. Usually. persons who recof
I or alms other
state relief program are eligible for
Medicaid, but the requirements vary
train state to Malta Yes eon inquire
about Medicaid at yaw malty
welfare, social amide or public
health servings SHIM U you do
quality for Medicaid. Imp in muid
that it does not make any payments
to you It will casks payments to doctors, dentists, clinics, hoolottals•
etc .
that accept Medicaid Many doctors
do not. Be sure to check with the
receptionist or insurance clerk at
your doctor's office or hospital to
make sure that your Medicaid
benefits will be honored there And,
In many cases, Medicaid will not pay
your entire medical expenses each
MIAS

"Tell Santa I only want three things for Christmas... aisles one,
•MIS Gm*" Now lionsr.
three, and five!"
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — She
came out of the mountains to search
for a different world.
Only 15 at the time, Ercel Stidham
Eaton dreamed of finding new ideas,
new things to learn, new people to
meet.
She also wanted to write but "we
were so poor that I had to cut pieces
of paper out of the front of books and
scribble on them."
All that has changed for the girl
who was educated in a one-room
schoolhouse on Poll's Creek at
Smilax and at Leslie County High
School. Today, Mrs. Eaton is a successful columnist and author.
There is, however, something
missing.
"I've taken some college classes
but still don't have a degree and that
bugs me." It won't keep her from
teaching newswriting next semester
at Miami of Ohio.
She has a fond recollection of
another classroom, where she met
her future husband.
"After my family moved from the
eastern Kentucky hills, I got a job in
Corbin and decided to take some
business courses. One of the instructors was John Eaton and our
romance just sort of blossomed."
Times were bad in the area, and
the newlyweds soon joined other Ken-

bY g•orge w. hocket
tuckians in the great migration to the
industrial towns of the north.
"All of us had heard that work
might be available in the paper mills,
the auto body factories or the steel industry.
"We settled in Hamilton, Ohio, and
John eventually found employment
with General Motors. I got lucky and
was hired by the Journal-News to sell
classified ads."
When an opportunity came to move
into the news department, Mrs.
Eaton accepted it. "I started out by
handling stories on obituaries, marriages and things like that before
moving into general reporting."
For nearly 20 years, she has been
writing a column about people and
places, particularly those she had
known during her childhood.
The columns were collected and
published in 1982 under the title "Appalachian Yesterda ys."
"I shared the publication expenses
with a friend and we've done well."
The book is a documentary of life in
the Appalachian highlands at a time
when "we were so poor that, had it
been nowdays, they wouldn't have
allowed it. They'd have, I'm sure,
sent in a battery of government agencies to straighten us out....to provide
playgrounds and parks and places to

business mirror

congregate to while awe!~time."
Mrs. Eaton remembers her father
as a man who considered his 13
children as his riches. "I think he
would get that special twinkle in his
eye if he knew the long distance
telephone bill among us all
sometimes looks like the national
debt. He wanted us to be close to each
other and he believed love was the
strongest force loose in the world."
Her mother worked from dawn to
dusk handling the chores. And yet in
spite of all the hardships there is a
softness and gentleness about her
that belie all the rough times she's
been through. A tenderness and concern for others shines through
whatever she does."
The pioneer-style life that Mrs.
Eaton knew as a child is gone but it
lives on in her writings. And they are
bringing her recognition. She was
among the nationally-known authors
who took part in the recent Kentucky
Book Fair at Frankfort.
"If it weren't for the dreams
perhaps none of us would have come
out of the mountains," she said.
"It wasn't the (rugged) land,
however, that brought me out. It was
the search for more than I could
touch in that small and tender
world."

by robert lee simmer

World food production studied
LATHAM,Ill.(AP) — A red trolley
car rolls down the track plucking
trays of vegetables from the lowslung greenhouse below the rails.
The plants grow in black crystals instead of soil.
It is the future of world food production, says Dale Edgecombe,
whose company designed and built
the $1 million demonstration facility
In the middle of a central Illinois
field.
"My dream has been a system that
would allow us to farm on the moon,"
Edgecombe says. 'This is the first
step."
Although the system is not ready
for the moon, he says it will allow
food to be grown near consumers
from the inner city of Chicago to
desert towns in the Middle East. Production can be year-round in any
climate and transportation costs will
be low,so produce should be relatively cheap,Edgecombe says.
"We can grow 17 lettuce crops a
year, where a farmer might get three
outside," he says.
The colorful trolley unit is not the
only thing in F,dgecombe's experimental unit. The greenhouse

where the fruits and vegetables are
grown without soil is 9 feet wide and
200 feet long — but only 18 inches
high.
-The ideal environment for plants
is not always the ideal environment
for people," Edgecombe says.
For example, he says his
greenhouse uses just 15 percent of the
energy needed to heat a greenhouse
tall enough for people. It can be done
with waste heat from a power plant
or industry, he says.
Also, since no person is inside the
structure. Edgecombe can increase
the carbon dioxide level in the
greenhouse to improve plant growth
and kill insects and fungus.
A computer monitors and
regulates light, heat, humidity and
nutrition. Water pumped onto the
floor of the greenhouse heats or cools
the structure. Shutters in the glass
top are programmed to move with
the sun to allow the necessary
amount of light to reach the plants.
The plants are grown in black
crystals — Edgecombe will say only
that it is a coal-like substance — and
liquid nutrients are pumped into the
bottom of the growing trays and rise
through the inert crystals to feed the

ty. medicare suppiernent insurance.
and much, much more To order your
copy. send $1.16 to Heartline's
Almanac. 114 East Dayton St West
Alexandria Ohio 463*I Please allow
14 weeks for delivery

Waft

INFE

Kentucky closeup

— -month Sometimes you meet meet a
certain dollar anima of the calla
first, thee Medicaid will pay the reel
This information about Medicaid
was takes from our Almanac for
Older Americans. in the ampler
dealing with "Programs that Prn
vide Benefits for Older Americans
This book contains a wealth of Information for seniors, including in
vestments, returning to work after
retirement. eating and exorcise for
better health funerals. social weer,-

plants.
The unit also could work with a
hydroponics system, in which the
roots dangle in liquid instead of the
system in action.
crystals But Edgecombe says the
crystals provide the resistance needed to raise tuber crops such as carrots and radishes that cannot be
grown in liquid.
Edgecombe Enterprises International was incorporated in 19111 and
ground was broken for the
demonstration site in April 1982
Government and business leaders
from the United States, Africa, Norway, Venezuela and Canada attended
an open house in August to see the
Write a Letter
Letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone munber will not be published.
Address correspondence to
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky
42071.

today in history
Today In History
By The Associated Proms
Today is Friday. Dec 17, the 361s1
day of HOZ There are 14 days left in
the year.
Today's Highlight in History :
On Dec. 17. 191111. Orville and Wilbur
Wright made the first successful
airplane flight, at Kitty Hawk, N.C.
On this date
In ISM, Pope Paul III excommunicated King Henry VIII of
England
In 1130, South Amirtcan patriot
Simon Bolivar died in olornbia.
In 1143, the Charles Dickens story
"A Christmas Carol" was published
in England.
kW%Arab guerrillas aMadied a
D:S.litliner at an airport in Home.
killing 31 people.
Ten years ago: Apollo 17 astronaut
Ronald Evans floated in space for 47
minutes to retrieve film from the
earth-bound space craft
Five years ago An Israeli peace
delegation attending Sabbath services was cheered in by thousands of
Egyptians in Cairo.
One year ago. Polish officials
reported that seven people had been
killed when police opened fire at a
strike-bound coal mine near
Katowice.
Today's birthday Pro basketball
star Albert King is 23
Thought for today "Education is
that which remains when one has
forgotten everything one learned in
school." — Albert Einstein, Germanborn physicist ( 1879-19861.

looking back
Ten years ago
Calloway County High School and
Murray High School both were
awarded full accreditation by the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools at meeting of the II-state
organization conducted in New
Orleans, La.
A total of 459 students with 72 from
Calloway County have applied for
degrees at the mid-year mark at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Speight, Dec. 14,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Thomas Bucy, Dec. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess of Rt. 3
will celebrate their 50th wedding ark
niversary on Dec. 24 with a receptior
at the Murray Woman's Club House
The Murray State University
Racers beat Jackson State 31 to 36.
Les Taylor was high point man for
Murray and Eugene Short for
Jackson.
Twenty years ago
Deaths reported Include Mrs Edna
Garner, 73, Lon G Adams, 77, Mrs
Cecil Alhnan,93, and H B Koenen.
The Rev. M.W Jones is cubrnaster
of Cub Scout Pack 37 of Robertson
School.
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams
decorated the Masonic Hall for the
Christmas party by Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star.
The Murray State College Racers
beat Kansas State 67 to 44 for the fifth
win of the season. Al Vernon was high
point man for Murray.
Plain skirts, sweaters and trousers
are advertised as being cleaned for
two for 95 cents in the ad for College
Cleaners this week.
Thirty years ago
Airman Second Clam Joe Blalock.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Blalock.
Murray, is stationed at Selfridge Air
Base near Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. C.S. Lowry, Miss Oleen
Williams and Josiah Darnall will
direct the airistmas program on
Dec. 18 at Murray Training School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Coleman,Dec. 12.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell,
Dec. 13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard McFarland, Dec. 13.
Coach Harlan Hodges' Racers beat
Union University for their fifth win of
the basketball season. Garrett
Heehaw was high point man for Murray and J.M. Parks was high for
Union.
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Sign Santa
available
this year
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SCOTTS GROVE : • 1,„
• : 6.. s 111
present a 114rr..
musical, "The Reason For the Season," at 6 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 19, at church,
Highway 641 North just past city limits. Choir members include, left to right,
front, Matthew Carter, Donald Crawford, director, Teresa Ramsey, Sandy
Hoke, Angie Hoke, Diane Barnett, Lisa Allison, back, Gena Hoke, Bernice
Crawford, Pam Hoke, Kevin Crawford, Dana Hoke,Tommy Hoke,Polly McGinnis, Beverly Carter, Peggy Hoke and Janice McClard. Not pictured are Max
McGinnis and Edna Vance.
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CINCINNATI (AP) —
Children who must communicate using sign
language have a chance
this year to visit Santa
Claus and explain to him
what they want for
Christmas.
"We moved here last
year from Milwaukee,
where we had a signing
Santa," Judy Meredith
said Wednesday. She has
two deaf children, a boy,
5, arid a girl, 3.
"I was bound and
determined to have one in
Cincinnati this year. This
is not just for the deaf,
but also for those who
have speech impediments from such
things as cerebral palsy
or cleft palate," she said.
Shillito Rike's, a division of Federated Stores,
welcomed the idea and
put the signing Santa in
the store, said Mrs.
Meredith.
"The gate at the (Santa's) Workshop is wide
enough to admit children
in wheelchairs," she said.
"We worked around a
schedule in which the
handicapped could have a
Santa. But no advertising
was done by Shillito's and
they have not tried to
take over," she said.
• She said word of the
signing Santa was spread
in schools deaf students
attend and at hospitals.
Mrs. Meredith and
other members of the
Association of Parents
and Teachers for the
Hearing Impaired went
to St. Rita School for the
Deaf and were encouraged to go ahead with the
idea of a signing Santa,
she said.
There are several
volunteers for the signing
Santa, she said, all from
the Cincinnati area.
Each child visiting Santa receives a coloring
book.
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Area couple to be married 50 years
Mr and Mrs. Holland
Lents of 100 - 17th Court,
Benton, will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Friday,
Dec. 24.
The couple will spend
their anniversary at the
home of one of their sons,
Jerry D. Lents of Hondo,
Texas. Thgy have
another son, Bib Lents of
Madisonville.
Their three grandchildren are Michael,
Audrey and Janis, all currently residing in Texas.
Mrs. Lents, the former
Elsie Dick, is the
daughter of the late
Henry Dick and Lillie
Green Dick of Calloway
County.
Mr. Lents is the son of
the late Jeff Lents and
Dora Henson Lents of
Marshall County. He
retired in 1970 from Colonial Broach Co., Detroit,
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Lents
have resided at Benton
since 1970.

Mr. and Mrs. Holland Lents

'Christmas Tour of Homes'planned Sunday
The Lake Barkley
Business and Professional Women's Club will
sponsor a "Christmas'
Tour of Homes on Sunday, Dec. 19, from 3:30 to
6 p.m.
The tour will include
the homes of Bob and
Barbara Moore, 184
Deepwood, off Kings
Chapel Road; Dale and
Mildred Ezell, Glendale
Drive in the Turner Addition in Cadiz; Rudy and
Karen Watkins, Hospital
Street, off Hwy. 68 E,
behind Trigg County
Hospital; Dr. Jack and
Carla Sanders,
White.crest Subdivision,
, W. to Swimming Pool
Hill; Stan and Pam
Bowlin's log home, Blue
Springs Shore; David and
Kay Gray, Cornus Drive,
Dogwood Estates.
All of the homes are

located in the Cadiz area. of Cadiz, Cameron
Tickets for the tour are Highlander House, The
$.3 and will be available at Sand Oaks, Magic Mirror
the homes or may be pur- Beauty Shop and Kountry
chased in advance at the Kitchen. .
Cadiz Restaurant, Bank
For additional informa-

PDHD plans diabetes program
The Purchase District
Health Department has a
new program to educate
health professionals,
diabetics and their
families regarding
diabetes, according to
Brenda Lamb-Lessmann,
R.N., diabetes nurse for
PDHD. ,
The nurse said the program will include patho
physiology and an overview of diabetes, diet and
nutrition, metabolism of
food, exercise, insulin
and oral agents, acute

APPY wows _HAPPY HOLIDAYS HAPPY HOLIDAYS HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Give The Gift of Entertainment
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Prog. Info
Murray Theatres "Movie Money"
'From $1.500
*Always The Right
Size & Color*

753 3311

On Sale At
Cheri S. Cies Box Office

Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cin'e
Sat. 8, Sun. 2:00
An Seats 51.50
706.9 10 -4- 2:00 Sat., Sun

The most
outrageous gift

of all...

Cietelif
Central Center

7:15,9:15
+ 2:00 Sat. Sun.
elle Passes*

and chronic complications, home blood testing,
urine testing, foot care,
skin care, pregnancy and
diabetes, and how to save
the arteries by decreasing fat and sugar in the
blood vessels.
The flew "Diabetes Update Program" is just
starting and the first program was presented to
the Murray-Calloway and
Marshall Counties
Chapter of the Kentucky
Diabetes Association on
Dec. 2 at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Dr. Dan Miller and
Pharmacist Bob Holland
attended the meeting.

. ik •)L•• -

Several local merchants
donated prizes.
Ann Ingle, Kathy
Hodge and Gail Futrell
organized the diabetes
chapter.
CHALLENGE GRANT
WEST HARTZGRD,
Conn: AP •-- -Thesitarts
f9rd Foundation. for
Public Giving has awarded the Julius Hartt
Musical Foundation of
the University of Hartford a $200,000 challenge
grant.
The grant is to be used
to buy new 'musical instruments and to repair
and maintain existing
equipmeni.
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We Announce
With
Pride
Kameil Simmons, bride-elect of
Johnny Gingles has selected her
bathroom, bedroom linens and accessories as well as other gift items for
her new home from our vast selection
ofgifts.
Kameil and Johnny will be married
Dec. 26, 1982.

NICK NOLTE
is a cop.
EDDIE MURPHY
is a convict.
They couldn't
have liked
each other
less...

ills ins-

'4

tion or maps regarding
the tour contact the Cadiz
Restaurant at 1-522-6563.
Refreshments will be
served at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. Jack Sanders!,
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In the next
72 hours, this
desperate,
unemployed
actor will
secretly audition
for the female
lead of a
soap opera.
And become
America's
hottest new
actress.

e-

RICHARD PRYOR
JACICIE GLEASON

44"the green door -viele
CHESTNUT STREET

THE

•

ENV'
A COLUMBIA
PICTURES RELEASE

p

PG

Fl01)
i:1-7-00:
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7 15.900 4 2 00 Sat.. San

For the ride
of your life...
DUSTIN HOFFMAN

.1-

1
100
1 1311e
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TESSA EMUWAY TO MAKE A LIVEiG.
DallMBIA PICTURE'S Prezds ADAGE/PUNCH Production SYDNEY Paw Film
DUSTIN HOFFMAN JESSICA LANGE TERI GAIN "TOOTSir WRY COLEMAN CHAIM BURNING
1-, DAVE GRUSIN
GIVEN ROIZMAN, AC 'Z•7CRARLES DANS
INN McGUIRE LARRY GELBAFT - LARRY GEBART MURRAY SCHISGAL"-!SYDNEY NUM.. DICI RICHARDS
-7SYDNEY POLLACK
moo95.
won. oar.
am ammo

S.•

Starts Tonite
7:10 9:25 4- 2:00 Sat., Sun.

It's Christmas!
A triumphant
time to celebrate
all life's blessings
and all our special
Joys. And to you,
dear friendtmany
thanks and good
wishes!

Clint Eastwood
and

Kyle Eastwood
Alonkytonk Man
ROBERT HAYS
JULIE HAGERTY

RpLANER
iisopG

k
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DIXIELAND CENTER

Crolk,7,-.)v

From The Staff

Clete
Central Center

7:05 9:25+ 2:00 ct., un
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
CO. HOSPITAL
803 Poplor

753 5131
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Community events scheduled

Yeerladividual Child's toys are status symbols
LOUISVILLE, Ky. M'S.
loroscope (AP)
While the warestinty of
— Children wait Mrs. Hamm•as a ley is impertuat, soya

tgys the are fashioned believes toys provide opalter /LT. and the Dukes portunities for children to
of Illesalbrd for the sums learn the social gitils
reason their parents west they wM used medals.
dedgmr jeans, a Km- Caries for a doll cam
tucky dild psychologist teach a child reeponsibillt y , she suggests.
saysThey're status sym- Youngsters can develop
FramesIN-aks
bola, says Karen Ham- patience from warthog
FOR SATURDAY,
DicalawBERmiss2
mons, director of puzzles and can learn
motkw et day we wow
.Morehead
,
State Universi- competition and asserrew be? r• ant Old whet the tY a Child Development tiveness from the
manueveri of board
stars say, reed the forecast LaharatalrY
"Children
game.
want
the
&Safer your birth sign.
latest toys because their "Play can be practice
friends
have them, and for growing up," she
ARMS
(mar.iii0AprA9)
parents buy them says. "Play is a way to
Yea may be disappointed in because they want their try on different behaviors
a friend, yet social prospects children to fit it," said to gee if they Kt."
brighten this evening. Mrs. Hammons, who has One problem is that
Favorable
career spent 15 years studying parents today are busy
the effects of toys on and often view toys as a
developments are likely.
way to keep children ocTAURUS
t?children.
(Apr.20toMay 20)
Mrs. Hammons isn't cupied and out of their
Shun lethargy and self- against parents buying hair, says Mrs. Hamdoubt. Instead Of waiting for "trendy" playthings for mons. Many overlook the
things to happen, make your their youngsters, but she fact that supervised play
own career breaks. Travel br- says toys based on can be a learning exings luck.
characters in movies and perience for both parent
GEMINI
no
r- television shows are and child.
(May 21 to June 20)
usually more expensive.
"A toy can take on a
At the lost minute You maY "I don't see any real whole new meaning if the
accept an invitation to travel harm in it, but there are a mother or father par°I.visit with °them. Be Patient lot of other toys that may ticipates in the
about a career delay or be more beneficial," she playtime," she says.
obstacle.
CANCER
(June2ltoJuly 22) e
You may have to lower your
sights about a major purchase
Many registered dietiBy LOUISE COOK
which requires time
cians call themselves
AP Writer
payments. W11, you'll find
something nice and affor- Trying to figure out nutritionists or food or
what to eat these days is nutrition counselors. Peodable.
LEO
enough to drive you to ple who are NOT
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4/24:g. drink.
registered often use
You won't be down in the Improper eating habits similar titles, however,
dumps for long today, as — including the consump- and those titles may be
others want to make you hap- tion of too much salt, meaningless. To avoid
py. Join them in their ac- sugar and fats and not problems, look for the lettivities tonight.
enough fiber — have been ters "RD." after the inVIRGO
linked to health problems dividual's name.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) ffP
including heart diseases Some dieticians
Though you may feel and many forms of specialize in
particular
frustrated shoot a career mat- cancer.
diseases
or
conditions.
To
ter, new developments renew
your confidence. Don't There's no shortage of find someone who suits
advice on nutrition, your needs, ask your docslacken your efforts.
whether you are trying to tor for a recommendaLIBRA
change
your diet to im- tion. If he or she cannot
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
Don't let worry about money prove your health, your help, contact the Consulting Nutritionists in
keep you from enjoying appearance or both.
yourself. You'll find less cost- Reliable advice is a dif- Private Practice, a divily ways to have good times ferent story, however. sion of the American
And the New York Heart Dietetic Association, at
this evening.
Association is trying to P.O. Box 345, Cold SprSCORPIO
help people sort out some ing, N.Y., 10516.
(Oct.23toNov.21)
The cost of diet advice
Ulm dampen the spirits of of the conflicting claims.
sieved one, an argument will The association has varies; a reputable
ensue. You'll hear some good published "A Consumer's counselor should be willnews today as well as some Guide To Choosing and ing to explain the fee
Using the Nutrition structure with you in adgossip.
Counseling for Car- vance. If you have been
SAGITTARIUS
Jrr:o
t
diovascular Health." It is referred to a dietician by
(Nov.72toDec.21)
By keeping worries to available from the New a doctor, the bills may be
yourself, you'll make things York Heart Association, covered by medical inseem worse than they are. 205 E. 42nd St., New surance; check your
Take positive steps to remedy York, N.Y., 10017. There policy.
troublesome conditions.
is no charge, but you One kind of nutrition
CAPRICORN
should enclose a self- counseling you do NOT
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
addressed, stamped need, according to
Though friends invite you to envelope at least 8O2 by 4 specialists at Cornell
a get-together, you can't count inches.
University in Ithaca,
on them for financial aid. In- The guide points out N.Y., is the kind that proitiative, though, brings that the first
step is a visit mises to tell you what's
monetary gain.
to the doctor. The pro- wrong with you by
AQUARIUS
blems start after the doc(Jan.20toFeb. 18)
You may feel unappreciated tor has made his or her
at the job, yet you're the life of diagnosis and recomthe party at a social event. mended a course of action. Most people need soNew friends are exciting.
meone who can help them
PISCES
implement
the changes
)(
Q
r
Mar.
20)
19
to
(Feb.
At a time when you may that have been suggested
prefer to remain in the and make it easier for LOSE WEIGHT!
background, you may obtain them to adapt their lives For your good looks
recognition. Career gains and to new eating habits.
and good health.
social successes are likely.
That "someone," says
IT'S A
YOU BORN TODAY are the heart association,
NATURAL
naturally inclined to public should be a registered
service. You have ad- dietician — a nutrition exministrative talents and would pert who has been cerdo well in politics. Charm and tified by the American
the gift of gab will be in- Dietetic Association.
strumental in your rise to suc- Qualifications for
cess. Interested in the large registered dieticians inissues that affect mankind, clude passage of a nayou often choose a creative tional examination and a
medium through which to ex- minimum of a bacpress your views. You'll have calaureate degree in
success in writing, publishing, foods,. nutrition or a
film, acting and music.
related science.

're,*

Friday.Dee.IT
Grace Baptist Church
will hem a chirdierial
social at 6:31 M. at
Mrs. Hemeasm, misty
Fellowship Home
should be the first cmsideratiea. Parents
Chapter NI of Disabled
shosid ask themes:Ives if American Veterans
and
the toy is well coo- Auxiliary will have
a
drafted and should mike
Christmas dimmer e la
to
the
suited
it
is
sere
p.m. at the Legion Hall,
child's age.
South Sixth and Maple
"Sometimes parents Streeta.
buy toys too old for their
children, like bows and
Murray Star Chapter
arrows, BB gems and cap No. 433 Order of the
pistols," she says. "Kids Eastern Star will have a
have groat indght hut potluck gripper at 7 p.m
poor safety judgment."
at lodge ball.
Children also can find
new ways to use a toy that
Christmas Medley will
can be dangerous, die be presented at 7 and 6
cautions. Something as p.m. at Golen Pond
innocent as a plastic pup Visitor Center, Land Bettent can smother an un- ween the Lakes.
supervised child.
Saturday,Dec. 11
Ms. Hammons also adAlcoholics Anonymous
vises parents not to
overlook the tried-and- and Alanon will meet at 8
true toys they may have p.m. in western portion of
played with when they Livestock and Exposition
Center.
were children.
"Modeling clay and
Square and round dancblocks are great for ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
young children, because Woodmen of the World
they don't need rules to Hall.
play with them," she
says.
Friendship
Homemakers Club will
have Its annual
Christmas party and
potluck meal at home of
analyzing your hair.
Christina Stark of the Margaret Yuill.
school's division of nutritional sciences says comHazel Woman's Club
panies claiming that hair members will wrap
analysis can tell you Christmas gifts in front of
which vitamins and Wal-Mart as a moneyminerals you are lacking making project.
are not only misleading,
but can be downright
Murray High School
dangerous if taken Speech Students will preseriously."
sent second production of
Ms. Stark says the "Romeo and Juliet" by
mineral content of Vir Shakespeare at 8 p.m. in
varies according to "lec- sanctuary of First Christors including age, sex, tian Church. Admission is
air pollution and even the 113 with children, 12 and
use of hair spray'.
under, free.

Improper eating causes problems

Alrz

otiSALE NOW!
14K Gold
hains&
racelets
Layaway

lehrogy.Dec. la
Suburban
Hameniskers Club will
have a dinner with
bueboods am gusts at 6
p.m at the Mena of
Rachel Heads&
Girl Scout Shag/case
scheduled at livestock
and Exposition Carder
has been canceled.
Murray Shrine Club
Christmas party will be
at 6:30 p.m at Konlake
Hotel.
Party for preschool
through sixth grade will
be at 2 p.m. at Oaks Country Club. Each child
should bring a $2 gift and
have list made out for
Santa.
"Breakfast with Santa" for preschool through
third grade will be a cirop
in visit type trim 9:30 to
10:30 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.
Christmas Medley will
be presented at 7 and
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center, Land Between the Lakes.
Sunday,Dec. 10
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R.
Jones, Sr., will be
honored at a reception in
celebration of 50th anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m.
at home, 1610 Miller Ave.
They request guests not
bring gifts.
Breakfast will be at 7
a.m. at Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Wilkerson will have open
house in celebration of
50th anmOersary at their
home from 2 to 4 p.m. at
home on Bazzel
Cemetery Road.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
AP) -- A unique
machine, called an X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer, at the University of Rochester Medical
Center is providing a
quick, accurate way to
determine whether certain chemical elements —
or their absence -- are affecting an individual's

Chestnut Hills
%wooing Cottei
...:_iyy
Murray Ky

••••••••••••

health.
Examples are mineral
deficiencies and contamination by toxic
substances. The machine
can measure a number of
elements contained in a
single hair without
destroying it and can date
the person's contact with
a chemical.

•

"kg..

erp

OM&
.
I:;;•%;

Dorn
Seisetie•

Calloway County
9seriff and Skiff
Courthouse- 7333151

ale

:
44 Boy's Corduroy Pants Izod Donmoor 1/2 price
•
* Group Boys & Girls Jeans
" V2 Pric
*School Jackets wool Murray, Calloway, Ky.
*Group Girls Sportswear
ri
/2
2 Pl
:
/
:Dresses sizes 3-14
20.50% Off
*Group hod Plaid Shirts
25% 0441
:Coats,Jackets & Vests
20% 0.4*
ISnow Suits & Coveralls
20% offil
;Entire-Ikon Stock
Reduced:
—Sale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.—

Choldrim s ashic..wls

IHours.
10:00-6,00 Aten.-Sat.
10:00-8:00
1:00-5:00 Sun.

=s

Machine used to check one's health

Open 9:00 til 8:00 Mon.-Sat. Til Xmas
Sunday 1:00-5:00

•
•
•

Ingiday.Dee. II
wat be at 11 a.m. at
Meinhly
Lhasa Mothedlat
by Cbambillep
ur
Cheret.
rraV
neuters
be trees
mesa to 1 p.a.la caleterie
Heed Wemee's Ckab
of Calloway Cenaly
moinbers will be to ha*
&heel. thaws will deg of Wal-Mart to wrap gilts
at 12:41p.et
m nerneraishing pre
Yoct
First Amenably of God
will preseet playlet,
Mr and Mira Reeked
-Three Rusty Halle," at 7 Caine will celebrate Nth
p.m at chart*
wedding anniversary
with a reception bias Is
Special program.
p.m at Aliens Sepal
"Home For Christ:ma." Clsereb, Highway
62.
will be presented by Cam- Calved Oty
bined Youth and SameWary Choirs of Memorial
Evans to Lend BelBaptist Church at 7 pm sees the lakes will Mat churcit
aeda Eagles at LAW at II
eat. and 1:36 p.m. at
Youth Moir of Grace Woodlands Nature
Baptist Church will pre- Center
sent a special. "God
Revealed," at 6 p.m at
Mmday,Dec. 30
church.
Penny Homemakers
Club will meet at 11 cm
Westside Baptist at home of Violet
Church Choir will present Johrison
"Noel, Jesus Ls Born" at
6 p.m. at church
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m_
Family covered dish at Joe's Family
limier will be at 6 p.m. at Restaurant.
First United Methodist
Church.
Murray indite No 166
Free and Accepted
Scotts Grove Baptist Masons is scheduled to
Church Choir will present meet at 7 M p m at lodge
"The Reason For the hall
Season" at 6 p.m. at
church.
Recovery, Inc. will
meet at 730 pm. at
Combined Youth and Health Center, North
Adult Choirs of Hazel Seventh and Olive
Baptist Church will pre Streets
sent a cantata, "Night of
Miracles," at 11 a.m. at
Grades One to Six of
church.
Sinking Spring &staid
Church will have a party
Annual Christmas Can- at 7 p.m. at home of
tate, ''Come The Frances Paschall.
Manger," will be
presented by Choir at
Golden Pond multi6:15 p.m. at Elm Grove media theater in Land
Baptist Church
Between the Lakes will
be closed today through
Special Christmas pro- Jan. 21.
beiday.Dec.30

7h.e step aeadd
8.1 Air Shoppong Conte,
P53 1796

et`

NOW!Get a
5-YEAR
LIMITED WARRANTY
with this quality GE
Microwave Oven
•

5-YEAR
UNITED
WARRANTY
Carry se Karma
PIM 6 Low
WEnsio,
lot 1155011

put: Jtraele

DUAL MAIM'Microwave System:
Designed to Cook from the Toy and
Bottom for Good,Ives cooking
• Llsotroruc tbucti controls
• Spacious 1 4 cu ft oven osvIty
•90 minute CligitAl tumor for wrso oocaang
• Temperature Cooking with the Iticro
probe
Thermometer
'
• Hold Tuner for no Nat'Landing Wm or use
as•M1111114 U/Tber
• 10 Power Levels
• 'Mscrowave Oulde and Cookbook" trbcIuded

Special Christmas
p•
(,l ItRIN(,s

X

41\l

MURRAY APPLIANCE
!OUR GENERA, ELVARI( DEALER IN FO,J‘i•!'
"011Att,
"

01,180
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Westside church to present musical Colsons will be honored on Sunday
"Noel, Jesus Is Born,"
a musical and dranuitical
interpretation of the
Christmas story will be

presented by the Adult
Choir and church
members on Sunday at 6
p.m. at Westside Baptist

MEMBERS OF cast of
"Noel, Jesus Is Born" to
be presented Sunday at 6
p.m. at Westside Baptist
Church are pictured in
costume in top photo. In
side photo are Robert
Scribner, Drew Cremisio,
Eldon Matlick, Ray Conklin and Mark Stioinpson,
members of the Murray
State Faculty Brass
Quintet who will be
featured prior to the
evening music and
dramatic interpretation
of the Christmas story.

Church, located on North
As a prelude to the
Mr. and Mrs. Sanferti
15th Street across from musical drama, the Mur- Colson of Calvert City
Wilson Hall on the Mur- ray State Faculty Brass will celebrate their
ray State campus.
Quintet will present a golden wedding anniverprogram of Christmas sary on Sunday,Dec. 19.
music. The group is comA reception in their
posed of Robert Scribner, honor will be from 2 to 5
Drew Cremisio, Eldon p.m. in the fellowship hall
Matlock, Ray Conklin, of the Aliens Baptist
and Mark Thompson.
Church, Highway 62,
The musical is a Calvert City.
celebration of the birth of
The event will be
Christ, and will be hosted by their children.
presented through narra- All friends and relatives
tion, music, drama and a are invited to attend.
candle lighting service.
Mr. and Mrs. Colson
Randy Herndon, will be were married Dec. 24,
narrator.
1932, at Golden Pond with
Soloists include Cindy the Rev. D.W. Blakley ofWyatt as Mary, David ficiating. Their attenSmothennan as Joseph, dants were Ella AlexTommy Scott as King ander and Gentry Colson.
Herod, Patricia Bailey,
Mrs. Colson, the former
Starr Covey, June Roach Velma Compton, is the
and Keith Covey.
daughter of the late
Additional members in- Watkins and Mary Compclude: David Durham, ton of Trigg County.
Thumper Gilson, George
Mr. Colson is the son of
Ligon, Greg Cunn- the late Charlie and Sallie
ingham, Steve Bailey, Colson, also of Trigg
Ken Orr Brandon, Kelvin County.
Matheny, Cathy Ligon,
They are the parents of
Teresa Gilson, Judy four children who are
Hughes, Elaine Randel Colson of Calvert
Nicholson, Sherry Ross, City, Mrs. Hilda Osbron
Martha Matheny, of Gilertsville, Mrs. SanCarlene Farmer, Dorothy dra Vaughn of Calvert CiBrandon, Shelenia
Farmer, Judy Smotherman, Charlie Logsdon,
Sherma Scott, Sarah
Crick, Tina Eaker, RanLA JOLLA,Calif.
da Cunningham, Faye —For once in their (AP)
young
Orr, Mildred Crawford, lives, 59 needy
children
Raymond Crawford, Jeff got enough of everything:
Gaines, Kathy Guerin, toys, time with
Santa and
Tamara Buchanan, a two-hour
dash through
Angela Roach, Rudell a shopping
center to pick
Parks, Charles Roach, out gifts
of their own.
Liz Conklin, Kelly Hixon,
For 8-year-old Lucy,
Ray Conklin and Thomas
unaccustomed to such
Bailey.
riches, "This is better
Judy Herndon, Joanna than
Christmas. I never
Adams and Cody Jones
got this many things
will provide technical
before."
help for the production.
The youngsters, rangThe program is under the
ing in age from three to
direction of Tommy
'14, were chosen from the
Scott, music director at
files of San Diego's
Westside Baptist.
neediest welfare
families.
FFtAN NAMED
The shopping spree
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Paul E. Fran has been Wednesday began with a
named assistant director chauffered ride to a shopof the Music Program at ping center in a bus
the National Endowment driven by Santa Claus,
and it ended with a
for the.Arts.
Fran fills the position Christmas party of
left vacant when Adrian cookie:, pirnctr and
Gnam was promoted to brightly -wrapped
Music Program director presents.
In between, the
earlier this year.

Mr. and Mrs. Sonferd Colson
ty and James Colson of
Mr. and Mrs. Colson
Hardin.
have 11 grandchildren

and two great grandchildren.

Needy children take part in shopping spree

His birth inspired
all mankind with
Tenewed.faXh and
hope. May you
each experience
the inner serenity
and enlightenment
that this special
holiday brings.
Ann Wilson
Clerk of Circuit
and
District Courts

RUTH BLACKWOOD
DEBBIE DODD
KATHY GARRETT
DONNA PARKER

CHERYL LINDSEY
JULIE SMITH
CHARLOTTE WILSON

RIM

'...And the glory of
the Lord shall be
redeemed!" Rejoice
on this day!

YOUR
DAY
WITH

youngsters went on the
binge of their young lives.
There were squeals of
delight as the children
dashed through the
showroom, trying on
winter jackets, dainty
party dresses and
squeaky new shoes.
"Do we really get to
keep everything?" young
Lucy asked in disbelief,
her shopping bag bulging
with merchandise.
An 8-year-old boy named Brian broke into a run
at the bottom of the
escalators at the Sears
store at University
Towne Center. His mind
was made up. Within
minutes, his Christmas
wishes had all come true:
In his bag were five
clothing items emblazoned with the club insignia
of the San Diego
Chargers football team.
The gifts could not have
a total value over $65, and
the rules called for
parents to remain behind
lest they influence the
childrens' decisions.
But 5-year-old Sabrina
Hines knew exactly what
she needed. To participate in her
kindergarten Christmas
program on Friday, she
needed a red and white
dress.
After unsuccessfully
scouring four racks, she
reluctantly decided to
take an oversized dress.
Then someone discovered
what she wanted.
Emerging from the
dressing room, she skipped with joy, in a rust, to
model the outfit for her

ALL
THINGS

"The way to a
woman's heart
is through her
sole."

aunt.
To qualify for the
spree, the childrens'
parents had to earn less.
than $536 a month, according to Richard
Carlson, director of the
Salvation Army's community services in San
Diego County.
More than 5,000
families that qualified
sent in applications for
the spree drawing, about

datebook
Hazel club plans project
Members of the Hazel Woman's Club will be
wrapping gifts as a money-making project on
Saturday and Sunday. A table will be set up in front
of Wal-Mart for persons to come by and have their
gifts wrapped.

Katie Allyson Nord born
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Nord of Henderson are the
parents of a daughter, Katie Allyson, born Friday,
Dec. 10, at Community Methodist Hospital, Henderson. The mother is the former Beverly Barnett.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Max Barnett of
Murray and James E. Nord, Sr., of Hollywood, Fla.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Covington of Murray and John A. Watson of Frankfort.

Rink plans event Tuesday
A free potluck supper and Christmas dance will
be Tuesday, Dec. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink. No square dancing will be Saturday,
Dec. 18, at the rink.

Misty Nicole Willett born
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Willett, Rt. 1, Wingo, are
the parents of a daughter, Misty Nicole, born Monday, Dec.6, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Odell East,
Wingo,and Mrs. Helen Willett, Rt.2, Mayfield.

Allison Jo Edwards born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edwards, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn., are the parents of daughter, Allison Jo,
weighing seven pounds one ounce, born Monday,
Dec. 13, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Terri Riggins.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Edwards,
Huntingdon, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Don Riggins,
Paris, Tenn.

Dennis Dean Bush, Jr., born

RIGHT!
BLACKFORD
HOUSE
GALLERY
753-8301
418 Main

The Book Mark
119 S. 4th

753-7222

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Dean Bush, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Term., are the parents of a son, Dennis Dean, Jr.,
weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, born Thursday,
Dec. 9, at Henry County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. The mother is the former Betty Marie Bennett.

RIENdS ANd

Nticillbons

Ron &
Joyce's

jOiN 10CiETI1FR if11

SIRLOIN

FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL

STORE
HOURS:
Sun. -

Thurs.
llo.m.9 p.m.

Made in Texas, USA

enuine ("Lager

the shoe tree
SOUTUSIDf MANOR

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ElEbRATION Of This
ERRV CifRiSTMAS!

r

8 oz. Steak N Stuff or $349
oz. Steak N. Mushrooms

Fri.-Set.
11 e.m.10 p.m.

g

1,000 more than a year
ago,Carlson said.
In its fourth year, the
spree is sponsored by San
Diego-based Imperial
Savings at 16 locations in
California.
"Instead of putting up
Christmas trees in our
branch offices, we do
this. We feel it is more
meaningful," said Connie
Beights, spokeswoman
for thP savings and loan.

Chicke
n Fried Steaki299
with country cravy
Both include:
• e of Potato &

roll and All you con eat
753-0440 so so cente SALAD BAR
1,Auffoy.1(

Mai Chat havveting
Ciestnocthit Cs.
rms vdmem-smat,
753-711110
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Wilson-McCallon wedding vows said at church

ln a setting of white tapers and palms.
a'gnolias and
Mit bride
ndlellght, Northside
Given in marrige by
aptist Church, her parents and escorted
was the scene by her father, the bride
qf Abe wedding of Miss wore a formal gown of
Margaret Claydean white organza trimmed
Wade and Phil] Keith In chantilly lace. A slightMcCallon on Saturday, ly lifted waistline was
hugged by a scalloped
Nov.6, at 6:30 p.m.
The bride is the band of lace and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. molded bodice featured a
Jesse F. Wilson of pinafore effect of pearled
Mayfield, and the groom chantilly creating a
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. keyhole yoke of Point
Howard K. McCallon of de'sprit and a miuidaria
collar.
Murray.
Sheer Bishop sleeves
The ceremony was officated by the Rev. were adorned with lace
James Tharp of Mayfield medallions, lace cuffs
and Rev. Bob Dotson of and edged in a narrow
Kirksey. The Rev. Mark organza ruffle. The flared
McCallon, brother of the skirt was enhanced with
groom, read 1 Corin- vertical bands of
thians 13 during the scalloped lace tapering
from the center waist to
ceremony.
The music was circle the skirt and
presented Donnie Hen- chapel train.
She wore a full length
*ix, Murray, pianist,
Mrs. Ed Kincer, mantilla styled veil of silk
Mayfield, organist, and illusion edged in matMrs. Rex Whitlock, ching lace flowing from a
Gravel Switch, and Gary chantilly crown. Her only
Sanderson, Mayfield, jewelry was a cameo pendant worn by her mother
vocalists.
The wedding party on her wedding day.
She carried a bridal
assembled before an
alter banked with bouquet of white and pink
magnolias and candles roses with white ribbon
which also continued to and lace streamers
either side of the piano designed especially for
and organ rails. In the her. She also carried a
background were white small white New Testacolumns atop with ferns. ment and a blue and
Centering the scene was a white handkerchief made
fan -shaped brass by her maternal grandcandelabrum holding mother.
Miss Caria Murphy,
white tapers. A table
covered with a crochet cousin of the bride, Lexcloth made by the bride's ington, was maid of
paternal grandmother honor. She wore a formal
held the couple's unity length gown of dusty rose
candle. This was flanked qiana with a long sleeved
by spiral candelabra with bodice gathered at the
shoulders, a Victorian
Training program neckline with ivory lace
applique and a softly
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. gathered skirt.
She carAP ) — These may be ried three
white roses
uncertain economic with pink accents
.
times for some, but not
Bridesmaids
for those in charge of Rita Dowdy, were Miss
Owensboro;
their companies' Miss Joey
Fraizer, St.
employee training pro- Charles,
Ill.; Miss Alison
grams.
Haxton, Waynesville,
According to a recent Ohio; and
Miss Lesa
survey by Sandy Corp., a Walker
, Clarksville,
training and communica- Tenn.
They
tions consulting. firtn• 'fri -iteSses' were attired
idenfical to the
here, almost,80 percent of maid
of honor and carcorporate trainers expect ried
two white roses.
an increase in training
The junior maid of
expenditures over the honor was
Miss Stephanie
next five years.
Dillingham and junior
Mire than half of the bridem
aid was Miss
respondents said they Tabitha
Janes, both of
thought computer ass' ted training was the
wae of the future.
Ho ver, a minority (10
pe nt) expressed reluctante to enter the cornputi arena. One said,
"CoMputer technology
(in Paining) is faddish ...
•
it eliminates the effectiveaess of the human ete•
rnal,"

Mayfield. They were
gowned in white cotton
Mr. =ism F
with a rounded lace Mem honied a reeeptioe
neckline, short. puffed In the fellewship hall of
sleeves and gathered the chsreh after the
three tiered skirt They ceremony.
each carried a mingle
The bride's table was
white rose.
draped in a Bose length
The flower girls were delustered white satin
Miss Jenny Sanderson, cloth overlaid with
Mayfield, and Miss Quaker lace with a wide
Sareaa Ellis, niece of the self ndfle at the hemline
groom, Murray. They A silver epergne with tan
were gowned in identical white tapers and filled
attire as the junior atten- with an arrangement of
dants and carried wicker pink miniature carnabaskets with white petals tions, lavender powder
and pink streamers.
puff mums, and E.nglidi
Attending Mr. Mc- heather, was used as the
Callon as best man was central appointment.
Capt. Doug McCann of
The five tiered weddhig
Corpus Christi, Texas. cake was crested with a
Groomsmen were Wesley miniature colonial bouHarris, Bowling Green; quet of the matching
Craig Mathis, Mayfield; flowers. Punch was servMark McCallon, brother ed from a silver putsch
of the groom, Murray; bowl. Other appointand Billy Dale Smith, ments were of silver.
Murray.
The round groom's
Serving as ushers were table was draped in a
Richard Askew, floor length damask cloth
Princeton; Bret Cude, and featured a round
Bowling Green; Neil chocolate groom's cake
Lanham and Brad atop with miniature farm
Lanham, both cousins of equipment. Coffee was
the bride and of Gravel poured from a silver cofSwitch.
fee service. An antique
Junior groomsmen crystal vase with an arwere Chris Roller, Lex- rangement of pink pixie
ington, and Brian carnations, lavender
Whitlock, Gravel Switch, mums and fern was used
both cousins of the bride. as the central appointRing bearers were Kevin ment.
Crouch, Mayfield, and
Both the bride's cake
Ben Roller, Lexington, and the groom's cake
cousin of the bride.
were made by the
Mrs. Wilson selected a groom's mother.
formal length gown of
Another long table
dusty rose qiana for her draped like the bride's
daughter's wedding. She table featured a central
carried a white beaded appointment of a large
purse with a white cym- silver three tiered tray
bidiurn orchid attached.
filled with fresh
Mrs. McCallon, mother vegetables and dip. This
of the groom, chose a for- was flanked by triple
mal length gown of silver candelabra
burgundy qiana. She enhanced by greenery
wore a white cymbidium and rose colored satin
orchid corsage.
bows. Numerous silver
Grandmothrs of the trays held finger sandcouple attending were wiches, sausage balls,
Mrs. Besse Wilson, the cheese straws, and ham
bride's grandmother, of and biscuits.
Mayfield, and Mrs. Nellie
Wite lattice work
McCallon, grandmother screens formed a back
of the groom, of Kirksey. drop for the entire area
They were presented cor- and were draped with
sages of white roses.
grape leaf garland
Presiding at the guest secured by rose colored
register was Miss Lesley ribbon puffs and
Murphy, cousin of the streamers.
bride, Lexington, and
Assisting in serving
Miss Lori Crouch, were Mrs. Keith CartMayfield, who presented wright, Louisville; Mrs.
guests with wedding pro- David Collins, Murray,
grams.
cousin of the groom; Mrs.

Hall Mix., and Mrs. PIM
Csaa•a, both •f
Mayfield; Lauri•
Sneaky, East Pellets.
Mo., and Tanill 1:111B.
sister of the grown, Murray.
Later in the evening the
couple left for their wedding trip to Florida. The
bride wore a gray dress
with burgundy accents
Matching shoes and
purse completed her
ensemble.
Out of town guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Lanham, Neil and Brad,
Mrs. Rex Whitlock and
Brian, Jerry Lanham, all
of Gravel Switch; Tammy Thomas, of Loretto;
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Murphy, Lesley and Carla,
Craig Olive, Dan Roller,
Ben and Chris, all of Lexington; Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Roller, Danville;
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Roller, Madison, Ind.;
Mr. and Mrs. D.R.
Ratline, Akron, Ohio;
Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Hall,
Morristown, Term.; Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Moore,
Hohenwald, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs.• Keith Cartwright, Louisville; and
Mr.and Mrs. Paul
Mathes, Metropolis, ru.
The couple is now
residing at their home at
Rt. 1, Murray.
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
K. McCallon entertained
with a rehearsal dinner
party in honor of their
son's wedding. This was
in the fellowship hall of
the Kirksey United
Methodist Church. The
tables were covered with
blue and white cloths and
an arrangement of fresh
cut fall flowers decorated
the head table. Crystal
and china appointments
were used.
The couple presented
gifts to the members of
the wedding party.
Places were laid for 35
guests.
Party
The bride's parents and
the bridal couple entertained with a party at a
Mayfield restaurant for
the junior attendants of
the wedding. The couple
presented the children
with gifts at this time.

...Who has shown
us the way of true
contentment and
peace!
Joyous Noel!

Flew
IaskstE.

••.....

er•mending you our%
W
bast wishesfor a very
happy holiday!

CON AGRA INC.

Grain Div. - Soad DN.
Railroad Ave.
753-3404
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BEND
MY
TAILPIPE,
DISTANTLY

Mr. and Mrs. Phill Keith McCollon

t.

•

•:. At this worshipful season we pray
that you will share the delights .•
• of it's quiet wonder and everlasting
• beauty For the kindness you've
•• .
•
.
shown us.. thanks •
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Sen. Ford
addresses
foreign car
manufacturers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Sen. Wendell
Ford, 1)-Ky., said Thursday that foreign auto
makers who do business
In the United States
should be required to produce a percentage of
their vehicles in this
country.
In testimony before the
Senate's Commerce,
Science and Transportation Committee, Ford
said the action is
necessary to help the nation reduce its trade
deficit and to protect
American workers.
"We have the most
open market in the world.
We go the extra mile in
encouraging free trade.
Yet there is a glaring lack
of reciprocity from many
of our major trading partners that can no longer be
ignored," said in a statement issued by his
Washington, D.C.,office.
Ford is one of 18 cosponsors of legislation
that would require
foreign companies to
establish manufacturing
points in the United
States. The measure has
cleared the House, but is
stalled in the Senate.
In responding to
criticism that the
measure would stymie
freed trade,Ford said:
"Free trade is a finesounding slogan, but it
does not put bread on the
table for an unemployed
auto worker in Louisville
or Detroit. How much
longer can our people pay
the price for our blind
obedience to the principle
of free trade when this
principle has so little apparent meaning to our
trading partners?"

Ayer resigns
post to enter
private law
practice
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- William C. Ayer
Jr. has resigned as deputy state public advocate
to enter private law practice in Frankfort.
Ayer, 39, has been with
the Office for Public Advocacy since it was
created as the old Public
Defenders Office in October, 1972.
His resignation is effective Dec. 31.

Gas prices
to be cheaper
than 1981
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Motorists will
find gasoline prices in
Kentucky during the
Christmas and New
Year's holidays about 5
cents a gallon less than
they were last year.
That decrease was
reflected in the fuel
survey released Thursday by the Blue Grass
and Louisville Auto
Clubs. The survey showed a drop of 1 cent per
gallon within the last
month.
A check of stations
along Kentucky's major
highways showed the
average price at full service pumps was $1.34 for
regular, $1.39 for unleaded and $1.46 for premium
no-lead. Self-service
prices were 10 to 15 cents
lower.
Diesel fuel also dropped 1 cent to an average
of $1.30 for full service
and $1.19 at pump-yourown stations.
The survey showed that
41 percent of the state's
service stations would be
open Christmas and
about 67 percent will be
open New Year's. About
16 percent operate
around the clock.
BING CROSBY
Singer Bing Crosby collapsed and died in 1977
while playing golf in
Spain.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Cen er t
Sale 12.99

Sale 7.99

Orig. $18-$20. Ladies Hushpuppy® sweaters.
Choose from crewneck, v-neck, placket front or
pencil stripes. S, M,L.

Sale 29.99

Orig. 14.99. Ladies wool blend skirts. Assorted
patterns and solids. Sizes 6 to 14.

Orig. $46-$59. Women's 100% cotton-velveteen
blazers. Navy, burgandy, black, brown or grey.
100% nylon lining, sizes 6 to 12.

Sale 22.49

Sale 13.99

Orig. 44.99. Ladies corduroy stadium coat. Zip
front, elasticized bottom with 100% cotton shell
and 100% nylon lining with 100% polyester filling. Brown or camel. Sizes 7-15.

Sale 12.99

Orig. $19-$29. Selected junior and missy dressy
blouses. Choose from solids, stripes, patterns
and prints. Sizes 5-16.

Orig. $19-$23. Selected junior and missy
sweaters. Pullovers, button fronts and hooded.
Solids and stripes in sizes S, M,and L.

Sale
"Satin Doll"
Coordinate Group

Sale
"Romanae"
Coordinate Group

Sale
"Touch of Satin"
Coordinate Group.
Gown
Orig. $20 Sale 11.99
Robe
Orig. $26 Sale 16.99
Fleece Robe
Orig. $42 Sale 27.99
Choose from red, ivory or blue in sizes S, M, L.
100% nylon.

Half Slip
Orig. $13 Sale 11.99
Camisole
Orig. $15 Sale 9.99
Bikini
'Orig. 5.50 Sale 2.99
i
Teddy
Orig. $20 Sale 11.99
Black with lace in 100% nylon antron ® . S. M, L

Tap Pant
Orig. $11 Sale 7.99
Camisole
Orig. $14 Sale 7.99
Teddy
Orig. $21 Sale 13.99
White 100% polyester with lace. S, M, L.

-N.
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•
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Sale 4.99
Orig. $10. Girl's long sleeve stripe blouse with
ribbon tie. Poly/cotton blend. Sizes 7-14.

Sale 2.99

Sale 5.99

Orig. $4. Girl's acrylic knit glove. Vinyl palm.
Assorted colors. Sizes 7-14.

Orig. 9.50. Boys poly/cotton flannel pajama.
Button front closure, assorted solids and
prints. Sizes 10/18 and 20/22.

Sale 6.99

Sale 2.99

Sale 13.49

Orig.$12. Girl's long sleeve solid tuxedo blouse
with ribbon tie. Pleated yoke front. Poly/cotton
blend.

Orig. 4.50. Pre-school girls flannel shirt.
Assorted plaids with two patch pockets and
shirtail bottom. Poly/cotton blend.

Orig. $30. Pre-school boy's pile lined "Storm
Plus" parka. Snap front closure with concealed
zipper. Pile lined collar, drawstring waistband,
grow cuffs.

Sale 7.99

Sale 7.99

Sale 13.49

Orig. $16. Girl's print jumpsuit with ribbon bow
and tie belt, elastized waist.

Orig. $15. School age girls belted pleated pant.
Two front pleats, two side pockets in regular
and slim sizes.

Orig. $30. School age boys fashion ski jackets
with 100% nylon shell and 100% polyester filled
lining. Zip front closure, and zipper pockets.

•
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Sale 6.49

Sale 2.99

Orig. $13. Girl's print dorm shirt with pants. Zipper front, ribbon bow and tie belt.

Sale 1.99

Orig. 4.33. Toddler flannel shirt with chest
pocket, button front in assorted plaids. 100%
cotton flannel. Sizes 1-4.

Orig. 3.25. Boy's dress gloves in fashion grain
vinyl. Black and brown. Sizes S, M, L, XL.

Sale 10.99

Sale 8.99

Orig. $26. Pre-school girls zip-off sleeve jacket.
100% nylon shell, 100% polyester filled lining.
Elastic cuffs and band bottom. Slash or zip,
pockets.

Sale 9.99

Orig. $19. Toddler girl's pile lined jacket. Plush
pile trim, print yoke insert, zip front, drawstring
hood.

Orig. $14415. School age boy's belted twill
slacks. Two front slash pockets, watch flap and
coordinating belt. Navy, khaki, and kelly green.
This is a
been previ
counts, Lee'

Sale 13.49

Sale 5.99

Orig. $32. School age girls zip-off sleeve jacket
with 100% nylon shell, 100% poly-filled lining,
elasticized waist and cuffs. Water repellant.

Sale 11.99-12.99

Orig. $8. Boy's 100% knit polyester ski pajama.
Ribbed collar, cuffs, and anklets. Screen prints
and classic solids. Sizes 4/5 and 6/7.

Orig. $17-$18. Levi corduroy jean for school age
boys or prep size boys. 84% cotton/16%
polyester.

Girl's Smurf Gowns

Sale 5.99

Short
Long

Orig. $10. Boys flannel coat style pajamas. Button front closure. Assorted solids and prints.
Sizes 8-14.

Orig. $9 Sale 5.99
Orig. $11 Sale 7.49

JCPenney

All Children's
Outerwear
50% off

II

The Aim
historical,
the Bible w

Charles Dic
Greenwhich Unabridge

The stories of Charles Dickens a
fresh and enjoyoble today as when
1800's.

Born To Be
Prince William

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

Over 310 Photographs. All the
ly an heir to a thousond years of roy
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Book -

Chestnut Hills Shoppi
641. N. Alarm 759
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Fireworks

Fun It Gamesfor Kkis II to SO
Specialising In the very beet and latest
of video and OieltrOfft Ponaihe'antes.

SANTA Will Be At Chestnut Hills
Saturday 11 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sunday 1 P.M. - 5 P.M.

I

i

/WIN YOUR CHRISTMAS TURKEY! Nothing to buy. . lust clip the
coupon below, fill it in and deposit it at your nearest K mart
Drawing will be held at 5:30,6:00. 6:30, 7:00 and 7:30 on Sunday.
Dec. 19 Only1 Turkey Drawing held at every K maril
ANY UNADVERTISED SPECIALS! Items from every department
including APPLIANCES, SPORTING GOODS,JEWELRY, CAMERAS,
AUTOMOTIVE, FASHION ACCESSORIES, HOSIERY, LADIES' AND
MEN'S APPAREL, SHOES, TOYS plus others. Additional "Super
SpeciOls" specially priced for our big "After Hours" Eventl
4." • - • r.
FAMOUS K MART "BLUE LIGHT" SPECIALS! Fantastic savings on
selected items during our popular 15-minute "Blue Lighr
Specials. Follow the flashing Blue Light and cash In on
4"Extra Big" Savings

have: Custom made cakes for
holidays, lunch and dessert
ile you're shopping. And Gift Cercafes that make the perfect
ristmas present.

-7lie Big Dipper
iFf.e Crearn Shoppe

DRAWINGS At 5 30 600 6 10 7 00
730 SoNOAY OfCfmar .8 ON' r

Chestnut Hills 641 N. Murray 753-0099

SPECIAL

ITER HOURS" SALE AT YOUR NiticiAlloRHOOD K
AellereelltIliVedeeeeterited66660.0

0

•

Christmas Gifts They
Can Open All Year Long!

r Save
. - .--- ;
'---

Gray Fox
Robert E. Lee and the Civil War
This is a narrative life, told in more dramtic style than has
been previously attempted, but based firmly on eyewitness accounts, Lee's Letters & dispatches and recorded conversations.

The Aim is to let the reader know as much as possible about
historical, social, economical & religious background of when
the Bible was formed & written.

KRACO'S NEW STEREO CASSETTE ADAPTOR
EXPANDS THE CAPABILITY OF YOUR 8-TRACK
PLAYER TO INCLUDE CASSETTE TAPES. INSERT
THE ADAPTOR INTO YOUR 6-TRACK PLAYER
BEGIN TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF THE CON
FEATURES I SIZES FOUND ONLY IN CASSETTE TAPES THE KC
ADAPTOR FEATURES AUTOMATIC STOP AT TAPES END LOCKING
TAPE REWIND I REQUIRES NO INSTALLATION

Save

%

:/
1 3 Off
: On
'
4 50% :113 Off
*
%
43 On Our:Selected: Selected
3 14 Kt.:Infants :Corningwar
*
: Gold :Clothing: Bakeware
%
Jewelry
3
: Items
.3
*
4

eeltedeepereeee
Mattel
Intellision
.__L.,"'' ,,
iiih4t.
Entertainmen
System
* '-'

Oftetiolereilt

Charles Dickens
nwhich Unabridged Library Classics
ries of Charles Dickens are literary classics, still as
jnyoble today as when they were written in the

Born To Be King
Prince William of Wales
0 Photographs. All the world loves a baby,
a thousand years of royal history.

tflut Hills Shopping Center
641. N. Merrily 759-975$

Atari
Video
Cmpute
or
System

'l
:

7.00
ni
119.88 Rigatori„,417
•alosier ColoPsosid
INTELLNISION
dlioweleiliblimil maw Ise gerfolleF
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CCMS girls dominate,42-6

Middle schools split cage rivalry
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County Middle School basketball
teams hosted Murray
Middle Thursday and one
game was as lopsided as
the other was close.
Calloway's Lady
Lakers totally dominated
the Lady Tigers, 42-6,
while the Tigers
prevented a Calloway
sweep with a 37-35 bonechiller in the nightcap.
Lady Lakers 42
Lady Tigers 6

Christy Anderson ignited Calloway's girls
with a 19-point effort and
set a school record in rebounding with 16. She
also blocked three shots.
The Lady Laker
defense totally flustered
the Murray visitors who
managed two points in
each of the first three
periods before being
shutout completely in the
fourth.
Christy Darnell was
another double-figure
scorer for Calloway ad-

ding 10 points, plus she
had three steals, three
assists and two rebounds.
Liz Marquardt and
Tracy Banks contributed
four points apiece for the
victors.
CCMS coach Pete
O'Rourke was naturally
pleased with his team's
performance, especially
the defensive effort.
"I've always felt that
team defense is the most
important part in a
team's preparation. We
worked very hard since

our first game to improve
our ability to play multiple defense • • • I think
holding a g•• Murray
team to only six points indicates that hard work
pays off," O'Rourke said.
Individually, O'Rourke
pointed to his top two
scorers as vital factors in
the win. "I can't say
enough about my two
Christys. Both of these
girls are a coach's
dream. Darnell is always
giving 110 percent and
Anderson tries to out-do
her teammate."
The Calloway girls remained undefeated, 3-0,
and have out-scored their
opponents, 114-37, this
season. Counting their
victories last year as
seventh-graders, the
Calloway girls have an
overall record of 9-0.
Lakers 35
Tigers 37
The approximately 500
fans attending Thursday's inter-county rivalry
got their money's worth
from the night's second
game between the Lakers
and Tigers.
Although Calloway led
by as much as six in the
fourth period, Murray
managed to stay within
striking distance and
rallied to beat their hosts.
Mark West hit 19 points
and grabbed five rebounds for Murray, pacing all scorers, while
Calloway's top players
were Tony Benke and
Alan Cothran with 10
points each.
Calloway out rebounded the visitors,
27-23, on the strength of
Benke's 14-board performance. But the game
was decided at the free
throw line — a weak spot
in both teams'armor.
The Tigers hit only five

of 16 charity shots but the
Lakers did even worse
hitting only three of 17.
The two points made the
difference.
Burch Kinsolving,
Laker coach, said he was
extremely satisfied with
the game, despite his
team's loss. "We'd like to
play Murray 10 more
times, not because we
think we could beat them
every time, but because
we played a real good
game against each other.
The crowd was great, the
game was good, the officiating was good ... I
have nothing but praise
for Murray and the way
they played against us."
Rick Fisher, Murray
coach, wasn't as happy
with his team's performance but he was glad
to get the victory. "We
played a bad game but
somehow still found a
way to win. It was a wellplayed, exciting game
overall, but we weren't
mentally ready to play."
Fisher pointed to one
example of his team's
lack of concentration early in the first quarter.
After Calloway shot a
one-plus-one, Murray's
Rodney Skinner snatched
the rebound and banged
in a stickback — on the
wrong goal.
Skinner made up for his
mistake later by scoring
six points and hauling in
four rebounds. Teammate Ed Hendon also had
four boards and five
points.
Greg Futrell was
credited with six assists
for Calloway.
Both schools wrapped
up their pre-holiday
seasons with Thursday's
games, returning to action in mid-January.

Borg defeats Mayotte
in Florida tournament
RECORD NIGHT — Christy Anderson (32) set a new Calloway Middle School
rebounding record against Murray Middle Thursday night. Anderson hauled in
16 rebounds to better the old school mark by two. CCMS also won the game,42-6.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

NORTH MIAMI
BEACH, Fla. ( AP) —
Five-time Wimbledon
champion Bjorn Borg
cruised to a 6-4, 6-2 victory over Tim Mayotte in
the second round of the
$300,000 NastaseHamptons Tournament.
In other action, Vince
Van Patten upset Spain's
Jose Higueras 6-4, 7-6;

Jimmy Connors swept
past Henri LeConte of
France 6-2, 6-1; Brian
Gottfried defeated
Guillermo Vilas 7-6, 7-5;
and Heinz Gunhardt of
Switzerland overcame
Gene Mayer 4-6,6-2,6-1.
Andres Gomez' match
with Brian Teacher was
postponed because of
rain.

NEED A HAND? — Calloway Middle School's Tony Henke (44) grabs one of
his 14 game-high rebounds against Murray Middle in Thursday's game at CCMS.
Adding Tiger assistance to Benke's board effort is Murray's Rodney Skinner
(33).
Staff photo by Chris Evans

Dukes draw U KIT 'short straw'
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Duquesne
basketball Coach Jim
Satalin concedes that his
team drew the short
straw when pairings were
set for the 30th University
of Kentucky Invitational
Tournament, which
opens tonight at Rupp
Arena.
The Dukes, 1-3, play the
host Wildcats, who are 5-0
and ranked No.2 in the
country. Rutgers, 5-0,
plays Tulane, 3-3, in
/I

tonight's opener.
Satalin said Thursday
that his squad would try
"just to get some things
accomplished, if we
can." ,
"We know it's going to
be an almost impossible
task for us, but we'll go
ahead and play hard," he
said. "It's a great opportunity for our kids.
The pressure is all on
Kentucky."
"I look at Kentucky and
the only word I can use is
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I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray
(Across from the First Methodist Chuch)

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
OM
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ope the magic and mirth
of Christmas shower you wills happy surprises!
We thank you a:spa:elan: • dear friends and
patrons for your support.
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to yours, we wish you

Mayfield, Ky.
753-4351
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Kentucky has scored
convincing victories over
Butler, Notre Dame,
Villanova, Detroit and Illinois without 7-foot-1
Sam Bowie, who remains
sidelined with a leg fracture.
"I don't know where
(Bowie) could help them
right now and he's one of
the top three players in
the country," Satalin
said. "They don't need
Sam Bowie right now.
That's a nice situation to
be in.
"If Georgetown lost
Pat Ewing or Virginia
lost Ralph Sampson,
they'd be average basketball teams. Kentucky lost
Bowie and they're still
the top team in college today. That tells you what
kind of program it is."

THE HARLEM
GLOBETROTTERS
F

West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Co-Op

SIM
MN

awesome," Satalin said.
"I think they have a
tremendous team and
Joe's done a great job
with them."

THURSDAY, JANUARY 6
7:30 PM
RACER ARENA
MURRAY
admission Si 00 56 00
52 00 discount youths 16 & vaunter
on sale Tom Snow Sporting Goods (Paducallt
Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods (Murray)
Bank of Murray
People s Bank 'Murray)
Bank of Benton
Sullivan Drug Store 'Paris)
Hunts Athletic Goods [Mayfieldi
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CollowarMurray atft again;Racers open OVCslate
Yet" local fencerider's bete again- And with
another Murray-Calloway baligame tonight, the
barbed-wire has ma hanging.
You'd think a person would get used to living on
the edge of the knife,especially in a two-high school
town with competitive spirits and six or 10 encounters every year. But you don't.
Every time another Calloway-Murray game pope
up my skin crawls (trying to pull me away on vacation).
By JIM RECTOR
It's not easy being objective. But we try our darnSports Editor
dest.
Win or lose, and, confound it, someone always
1
4
does one or the other, these contests always raise /
somebody's dander and your's truly ends up having
weekend. The Murray-Calloway game and the
to find the diplomatic way to write about it.
Death Valley trip (to Eastern Kentucky and
But that, like making a winning shot in overtime, Morehead State) are always entertaining, to say
adds spice to life and a few gray hairs (for those the least.
Friday's MSU-Eastern Kentucky game is
who have it).
decidedly
a Racer-favored affair, but Ron Greene
Tonight at 6:30 the girls' basketball teams tipoff
and hopefully the Racers, won't take it that way.
at Calloway and the boys game follows.
The Colonels are young, their fans are split between staying at home watching basketball or supI had a chance to skip town for the Death Valley
porting their football team in the Division 1-AA
trip with Murray State, but chose instead to witness
championship game in Texas, and their record is
what appears to be another classic struggle for the
only 2-3.
county's crowing rights. Besides, who needs to go to
But, the Colonels haven't had an easy road —
Death Valley when I can stay right at home and risk
playing Louisville, Toledo, Dayton and Eastern 13life and limb?
• •.
linois — and the upgraded competition could have
It's unfortunate two of the best sports events of them prepared for a Murray upset. Plus, EKU
the season have to be scheduled on the same leads the conference in scoring defense and re-

homed margin — bah areas when the beet teems
week says Grew&
Max Good. EKE, andi. hes a ist et inspect ler
11117
Murray saying. "nay are nesch wailer
tOlIll WO have heed this aladen, Incledag
Leuisenie." Good's ramped and a MOW everisekhag teedeecy by MEI could mast problem for
the Murray travelers.
•• •
Morehead (3-3) is the fee the Racers really have
to watch for this weekend ao laturders gains w12
probably determine the helidey mood for mat of
the Ohio Valley Centerence coaches.

covering
oil fields

As Greene said earlier this week. "If we lose this
weekend that will open the gate for everybody in the
league. Right now every time we bag is frothing at
the mouth hoping to beet on, ailed 2they're not playing us, they're hoping someone else is knocking on
off.
"Morehead has the best talent they've had since
Wayne Martin's been there and they're looking for
us, you can bet on that"
Greene told Wedneeday's meeting of the Racer
Club that he is looking far at heist a split in the
Death Valley venture although a sweep would be
even better. However, in the lad 16 trips to Death
Valley, the Racers have cans away with a rweep
only four times.
At least two factors, besides the long trip, will be
working against Murray this weekend — one, the

••

Carlisle lives up to ranking against Lakers
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
BARDWELL, Ky. —
Carlisle County lived up
to its No.5 ranking in the
state again Thursday
night, much to the
chagrin of the Calloway
County Lakers.

The Comets "totally
dominated in every
aspect of the game," according to Laker coach
Jack Pack whose team
lost 89-58.
Calloway's starters
didn't play the final 13
minutes of the game, but
point guard Craig Darnell

still accumulated 19
points. Carlisle's Craynor
Slone also substituted
freely after senior Phillip
Hall bucketed 24 points to
lead all scorers and teammate Keith York added
20.
The game was
Calloway's fifth straight

Puleo traded to Cincy for Seaver,
Mets welcome return ofaging star
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Right-handed pitcher
Charlie Puleo was 14
years old when Tom
Seaver led the New York
Mets to the world championship.
Now 27, Puleo had his
named linked with
Seaver's on Thursday
when. the Meta. traded
him to the Cincinnati
Reds with two minor
leaguers for the 38-yearold Seaver.
"I was a big fan of Tom
Seaver," Puleo said. "I
watched that game (in
1970) when he struck out
19 guys — it was against
the (San Diego) Padres
— and I was glued to the
TV set.
"I remember his last
game as a Met (in 1978),
too. It was against the
Reds, and he struck out
George Foster for the
final out of the game.
"It's great to have my
name linked with a guy
like Tom Seaver. He's a
future Hall of Famer and
one of the greatest pitchers in the game today.
But if you think I'm going
to replace Tom Seaver,
you're crazy. No one
can."
The Reds intend to give
Puleo a shot at taking
Seaver's spot in the starting rotation, however.
"I think he has an excellent chance to make
our starting rotation,"
Reds President Dick
Wagner said.
Puleo was 9-9 with a

4.47 earned run average
in New York this year, his
only full major league
season.
In addition to Puleo,the
Reds obtained minor
league catcher Lloyd McClendon and minor
league outfielder Jason
Felice.
Puleo was considered
the key to the trade, and
he was happy to join the
Reds despite their 61-101
record last season.
"Cincinnati has had the
best winning tradition of
any team in the major
leagues in the last 10
years," Puleo said. "I'm
excited about pitching for
them."
Puleo, who grew up in
Bloomfield, N.J., accepted the separation

from his favorite boyhood
team.
"The name of the game
is to pitch in the big
leagues," Puleo said. "I
don't care where that is."
Seaver had asked to be
traded to a city closer to
his Connecticut home.
The three-time Cy Young
Award winner was 5-13
last season, when he was
plagued by physical problems.
"He had some great
times with us, the nohitter and a couple of
really big years,"
Wagner said. "He expressed the wish to go
back to New York, and
we're in a rebuilding program. With Tom's age,in
talking to our staff, we
felt it was time to do It."

road game and their sixth
game in 13 days. The
Lakers dropped to 3-3
overall.
"Needless to say, we're
ready to come home,"
said CCliS coach Jack
Pack."We've been on the
road all this time and
tonight we've got Murray
coming to our place."
"We're a better team
than what we showed at
Carlisle last night and
they're not out of our
league. We're just tired
after playing so much on
the road, but we'll play
the dog out of them when
they come to our place,"
Pack said.
Tonight the Lakers face
district and crosstown
rival Murray High in a
girls-boys doubleheader
beginning at 6:30 at
CCHS. Pack said his
team is i.eady and mate
feeling some pressure.
"I can tell they
(Lakers) are excited. It's
a big game for them and
the community. I don't
feel any pressure,
though. Pressure is
something you put on
yourself and that's not

my style," the Laker
skipper said.
The key to tonight's
game,according to Pack,
will be if the Leiters can
control Murray's David
McCuiston while getting
big nights from their own
Jeff Butterworth and Jeff
Garrison.
"We can't let McCuiston go wild. We know
(Jim) West will get his
game, but if McCuiston
gets loose too we'll have
some trouble. (Keith)
Lovett and Darnell will
have their games — they
always do — but we've
got to have good games
from Butterworth and
Garrison tonight for us to
be effective."
The game will be a
district matchup; both
teams looking for their
first league win. CMS is
0-2, Murray 0-1.
Gans Blab
at Carlin Conn
CALLOWAY(11)
Anima 2, Ballsruarth 4, Dame
1.1. Dania 1. Canton 7, Lank 7, Ray
4, Fader 1, literian 14, Mar" S.
Tana Wale —(P0) Mt(PT)21.311.
CAMERA(11)
Byars 4, Dina 11, P.14•11 X, Fiarkty
111, J _Tyler 11, 11.Tylar 1, Maas 4, Yon
Teen ban — (P0) WU,(PT) 11
Hafting — Carlon 411, Calloway U.
Roca* — Carlisle 44,Callaway it

Racers thished finals week insdisel
this mak
and tem avast gaolers IWO he lades Ass
Chambers. who Greene calls"the hest relisendir in
the OVC."
Chambers bed la rebounds mid 16 peaks sane
Toledo.
Morehead. although with neCfneilosrs.vii helve
several earthy opponents for the Remy as si as
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Don't you knew Moretteed's new gym IA he.circus before it's all over'
Oa the positive side for Murray will be Ow
mews at a healthy Brian Sievert, who, was
thought 'artier, had been 'ideated by a sprained
ankle.
Greene said his season-darting point guard Mal
maw a sprained ankle, but was bothered by
calcium dug suits in his foot — •cenatien he'd had
since high school.
Stewart will be available for action this weekend.
Greene amared
Alm on the plus side for Murray is the presence et
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Local Bowling

College Basketball

Lorry Krouse Insurance1.1

PARKER
FORD'S

TRUCKS

-

0

524 Main

Cs

..=59-98811,

YEAR END CLEARANCE SALE

ATTENTION TOBACCO GROWERS

10.75 A.P.R. Reemseing Available Oe Men
New Cars To hedged:Inver:

$200

—

PUT MORE DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET
PSI OUR illf WWI RON

$400

REBATE On
Qualified $2 Ford Escorts
$700 REBATE Oa $2 Ford Yens

COMMISS1011 CMARGI

$450

PER HUNDRED POUNDS

YOU ALSO GET A

$500 FACTORY REBATE
Pickups
On All 1982 Model F-Series
APO A

$300 FACTORY REBATE
On Qualified 1983 Ranger Pickup

Also...
W.Now Have In Stock
The New 1983

Ranger
4x4
COME BY mid cliEcx out mars...
peace!
Joyous Noel!

Richard
Orr Dist.
Pip. Am

753-OM

Porker Ford
Nil Men

Inc.

753-1213

DECISION

REGULAR soma COMMISSION WILL ALSO M AVAltAiti

WE NOW HAVE A
NEW LOCATION!

in favor of Case
The new Case J2 dual actinglog
splitter makes short work of Fog
splitting Jobs. It features a moving
wedge that splits logs "comin'
and goin '."
Each 12.8 second cycle produces
two log splits.
See your Case dealer today for a
demonstration.
Case Quality available only at
Quality Casa dealers

McKee!

Equipment Co.74162

WI 1101011W OPERATI TNI OLD R001 SUK

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR IS
NOW LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL RD.
FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
INSIKTEAL 10

753-3462

-AT
MU AU ONO a SAIS HMO TINIACCO
MKT ouour IONS RION TIC CHICAGO BOAROo MAW
AN AVABLABL1 FOR GRAIN 5M1S

1
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RACER
FRIDAY (6:30 p.m.)
MSU vs. Eastern Ky.

SATURDAY (6:30 p.m.)
MSU vs. Morehead
Quick Facts

MUM STARTING UNRIPS
Norm Stets(4-1)

Mad(3-2)

Pt.
It. Avg. Poo.
6-7 7.4
IF
F
6-8 5.6
6-7 17.6 C
6-6 18.2 6
5-10 17.6

No. Nom
35 Veda North!
34 Sorry Corms
54 ItIdry Need
21 Moo Grow
10 Lesoot Sleets
Rood Coach: Roo Grosso

Naos
22 Nereid Moors
42 Eel Myriam'
52 Jeff Tether
33 Ed& Cbildross
3 Goy Aliolfield
Need Comb: Worm Martin
Na.

Pt.
Nt. A11f. Pos.
6-7 4.8
F
6-7 12.6
F
6-7 9.8 C
6-6 11.4 6
6-2 16.2 6

Murray State has won both games on the
Death Valley trip (Eastern and Morehead) only
twice since the 1875-76 season with last sweep
coming during the 1979-80 season.
•••
Murray's Glen Green, Ricky Hood and Lamont
Sleets rank third, fourth and fifth in OVC scoring
stats.
•••

Hood leads the OVC in rebounding with a 10.8
average while Sammy Curran shares the OVC
free throw percentage top position as he has been
accurate on all 10 of his attempts.
•••
Curran has hit 27 free throws in a row dating
back to last season and needs to connect on two
more to establish a new school record.

Easters(2-3)
No. Nom
21 Now Moo
44 Dovid Montan
45 No ambers
12 Arany Stepp
14 Join Mesas
had Coach: Mu Good

Joan Filmdom

•••

6-4
6-7
6-1
6-3
6-0

QUOTE OF THE WEEK - (From Bowling
Green standout David Jenkins)"If they(Murray
State) were in the Mid-American Conference,I'd
have to go with them to win. They're awesome."

Pt.
Avg. Pos.
13.6
F
7.8
F
11.4 C
16.8 0
4.4

Hear both games over the Racer Sports Network
on WNBS-AM (1340) and WAAW-FM (103.7).
See highlights of MSU basketball on the Ron
Greene Show on Sunday (10:30 p.m.) over
WPSD-Tv.

David Teeelkleeil

Welt Dods

Jim Fain
Insurance

"Because I offer
life, health, home
and car insurance,
I get to know
my policyholders
end their needs."

Call On Us Anytime
753-0632

And That makes it
easier tor me to
give good advice
on the right kind
and amount of
coverages

CALL ME.

Veda North

Swam C."-

COMPARE
Feature for
feature, dollar
for dollar, no
other desktop
Plain paper
copier matches -

TOSHIBA'S
We'll Take
Care Of Yea-.

itle•Hcialth
OHome..C.,

All the Shield
you'll ever need

new BD-4511.

MUM
SI
sill Iii

June Rogers Insurance
201 South 6th 753-9627
STATE FARM
Issersues CAMPIMOS
News 011as
Siounssille. Masa

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
New °word Hwy. Merrily
Next To Lyee's Electric

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.
314 Main Street

7534123

ASK ABOUT OUR

MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH

b4c
°MURRAY
AUTO PARTSINC.
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forgot Our Complete
Machin, & Radiator Shops

Your choice of deductibles
and lifetime maximum coverage
Comprehensive health
insurance protection
• Hospita,
• Surgical

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
7S3-044S

SHIRE)
OF
SHEET E R

• Medical

WELD 111-SHIM

All the Shield you'll ever need

Friday Nights
belcher oil Co.
101
Quality Petroleum
Products

753-0212

753-2321

19"
Color
T.V.

Walnut Grain Cabinet
1,0sterr i

The qualify goes,'" before the name goes on

Tucker TV
753-2900

•

4‘.€.
Saturday Night Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hwy. 94

Go
Big
Blue!

1114
C•Wvater
bed

753-1319

Seafood Buffet

Deluxe Buffet

403 So. L. P. Miller St.
Murray, KY 42071

Industrial Rd.

Aurora

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
LANDSCAPING AND LAWN MAINTENANCE

1907 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Kentucky Professioital Design
Free Estimates
(502) 753-3188

474-2211

Ross Insurance
Agency
AGENTS
Ronnie Ross, Danny Ross,
James Ross and Billy Miller

AUTO - FIRE. LIFE HEALTH - COMMERCIAL HOMEOWNERS - FARM OWNERS
210 Eastman Street

Alorray, Ky.
753-04119

COUNTRYSIDE
NURSERY

V iilutoShack
Your discount arts su • ermari

Open Mon-Sat 8 a.m. til 9 p.m.
Open every Sunday

Southside Center
South 12th Street,

753-8971
rb
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Come unto me,all ye that labour and are heavy laden
sunday school lesson

Jesus'birth and early life

NivEltsrfy

GULF
LO.

I

Waitron,-°WSW

Nears
Sen.
7.... -11 p.m.
Fri. S Sat.
7 a.m.

I

el

•

order that Joseph

mod Mary might be in the

lith Street

Atteed Chord

proper place at the right
God caused Caesar
Augustus,

eror

Breakfast Served
a.m. -10130 a.m.
WHEZICEIr R
o
&

SERVICE
Air Conditioning
Service
Rudy Lovett
Owe*.

and protect the expectant

Lake 2:4-7
In

AsPk.P lots 753-5702

old

SERVICE

ps
5 Points
phone 7534571

CENTER

Murray, Ky.

the

Roman

was

who

wan-

ng

and needing money,
to issue a decree thet all
over whom he had control
should be enrolled, every
one in the city where he
was born, with a view to
taxation

and

perhaps

military service.
Thus we have an exampie of God using a man of
the world as an instru-

Carroll Tire Service

ment in the working out
of His plans. Often men

mum;Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer

serve

1½ Blocks East of Se. 12th
1105 P
753-1411

God's

purpose

without being aware of it.
Joseph

and

Mary, in

obedience to the decree of
the

Kattuelui Frial Ckicku

emperor,

went

to

Bethlehem in order that
the scriptures might be

"It's Finger Uckim' 041011"

fulfilled with reference to

Try Our Delicious Beef aid Nam Sesiderkbes
Sycamore et Itth

the birth of the Saviour.

Let Us Entertain Yee

12th & Main-Murray,Ky.

Attend The(birch Of Tow Choice
-vesmsenos4
itailand
Beb Dena, R.Ph.

'carry

15% Discount Cash

on Prescriptions
153-1462

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Meeting, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
153-4832

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Mausoleum -Comfort,lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North
lemmessomes

PIZZA HUT

t
'

•Pizze•Poste•Semilwiches
12th &
759-4646

Chestnut,

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop crc'u:Jed

ior
ooche:

Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 9:30 ome. to 4 p.m. •Suppltes
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
NIi
Re
;
ii
/k4 irray
lai
Waal. Fri. 1 pan. to 4 p.m
753 2540
Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto g,laas"
Auto Paint Material
153-4563

5125.12th

*Iimmtlislmosemlossmosramillsomolloom

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Work

Sycamore Established 1945
900

753-5142

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Complients of

Auto
Laundry

.
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Mere* Wen*
IL Ma.m.
Evening Warship
Ill p.m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Warship
Evening Warship
SA p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Warship
WO a-at
Everung WorshM
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Warship
11:00a.m.
Evening Warship
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday Schssi
SO cm.
Morning Warship
Singing. Eve War
p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
5,16a.m
Maraud Worship
1111111m
Chard+ Treiniog
SAllpeit
Evening Worship
del p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7 01 p.m

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
11:0
Worship Service
111111ass
Evening Service
5:111p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Eveneng Worship
7:3111p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sanday School
Preaching
II .01 a.m.&CO p.m
7:01 p.m.
Wednesday nusht
Locusr GROVE
Illoceimg Worship
11.444.m
Evenly Wore*
7 el p.m
LOKE OAK
PRIICI1VE
IstSemday
2:
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S•pm
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411 SO a m
Morning Warship
I pm
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 Ram
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II 10•.m
Worship
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11:111maa.
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11:0 p.m
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7
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a
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Were*Service
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SWUNG SPRING
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COLDWATER
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Sunday School
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FLIPPEN'S
HILLBILLY BARN
OPEN ALL YEAR
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

West Keetecky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
ossomormussumsson.
KeRey's Termite Si
Pest Control
w• Use Meiotic and Weed
753 3914

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

(HORS

Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378
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PRINTING

Fitts Bleck & Reedy Mix Co.
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East Main Street
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to watch aitatled In to
be rebored from further
ahMy.
Sams breathed as
humM0 prayer to God in
which he impressed not
only his willegnees to
should
be delivered," Miaow of
posifIcathes, depart from this world
without a
physician, seis presented a pair al
bid also a strong desire to
nurse or attendant in the
turtledoves instead, do so He had seen the
hour of her great need. old*
was psradoldble. Saviour and that was
Mary "brought forth her
NON the ceremonies enough for him.
firstborn son," and
at due temple an aged The remainder of his
"wrapped him in swaddl- seer, Shason,
who was prayer was an outburst of
ing clothes, and laid him
in the sight of men spontaneous adoration
in a manger; became
and "dread" in the sight and thanksgiving. Ho
there was no room for
of God,came into the pic- praised and thanked God
them in the inn."
ture.
for providing the longWhat foreboding in
That very day Mary promised and longthose words! Lack of
and Joseph entered the looked-for salvation for
hospitality was the extemple, taking the Lord both the Jews and the
perience of our Lord
Jesus with them, Who Gentiles.
throughout His earthly
was then 40 days of age.
Luke 3:112
ministry. The world has
The Holy Spirit bore
During the 1$ years of
never had room for
witness to Simeon that His obscurity in
Christ. Do you have room
the Christrcbild was the Nazareth, the Lard Jesus
for Christ in your
limmialt For whom he had Increased in wisdom, in
thoughts, your conversabeen waiting and wat- stature, and in favor with
tion and your life?
ching.
both God and men. As we
Luke 2:22-32
With gratitude the mature, we, too, should
According to the law of
venerable old saint quick- live in such a manner as
Moses, two things were
ly concluded that the ap- to receive the approval
required of Mary followparance of Him for whom and favor of God and the
the birth of the
he had been commanded
dour Iallowessa.
Saviour,

mother, so Joseph and ceremony of dedication
Mary were granted pur. for the child and ensof
mission to stay in the purification for Wrest
stable.
Des to her poverty,
When "the days were
Mary did set haves lamb
accomplished that she for
as elkelni at the

BAPTIST

HOME FEDERAL

1th & Chestiest

noon, not

found in the inn to shelter

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

1095.. 4th St.

the inn in
late one after-

provised corner could be
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Services, special Christmas programs to be at various churches Sunday

Various churches in the organist, and Eddie Mae
area have announced Outland, violinist.
meetings and services for
The evening topic will
Sunday, Dec. 19, as be
The Death of
follows:
Stephen" with scripture
Hazel and
from Acts 6:8-15 and 7:54Mason's Chapel
60. The Youth Choir will
The Rev. John Chur- present special mimic.
chwell, pastor, will speak
Sunday School with
at services at 10 a.m. at Mark Paschall as direcHazel United Methodist tor will be at 10 a.m. and
Church and at 11 a.m. at Church Training with
Mason's Chapel United Sonny Lockhart as direcMethodist Church.
tor will be at6 p.m,
At Hazel the Youth will
Coldwater Baptist
present a Christmas proThe Rev. Dallas
gram. Sunday School Carpenter will speak
with J.W. Jones as leader from the fifth chapter of I
will be at 11 a.m.
Peter at 11 a.m. services
Frank Coles will direct at Coldwater Baptist
Sunday School at 10 a.m. Church. Special music
and led the singing at 11 will be by The Descena.m. at Mason's Chapel. dants.
Special music will be by
The pastor will speak
the Church Choir with from the book of Psalms
Karen Coles as pianist at the 6 p.m. service with
and Sharon Myatt as special music by
organist.
Christine Williams. BobSinking Spring
by Manning directs the
The Rev. Eddie Young, music at the church.
pastor, will speak at 11
First Assembly
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
The First Assembly of
at Sinking Spring Baptist God, South 16th Street
Church.
and Glendale Road, will
"God's Unspeakable hear the pastor, the Rev.
Gift" with scripture from Darrell Ramsey,speak at
II Corinthians 9:15 will be 11 a.m. service. Sunday
the morning sermon School will be at 10 a.m.
topic. The Choir, directed
At the 7 p.m. service a
by Paul T. Henderson, play, "Three Rusty
sing "Christmas Nails," will be presented.
...Praise." Accompanists
Christian Fellowship
will be Sharon Furches,
A Christmas pageant,
vianist, Laura Paschall "The Birth of Christ,"

will be presented by
Church Choir and Youth
Department at Christian
Fellowship Church,
Briensburg, on Sunday,
Dec. 19, at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Goshen Methodist
Goshen United
Methodist Church will
have a special Christmas
program at 11 a.m. service. The Choir, directed
by Mike Brum, will present a cantata of
Christmas music,
"Praisin' Jesus," with
Carolyn Venable as
soloist and Scott Coleman
as reader.
Sunday School will
begin at 10 a.m.
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. at
program, "Christmas Is
A Family Affair," will be
held followed by a
candlelight service and
the annual Christmas
tree.
Bethel and
Brooks Chapel
The Rev. Dean
Woodard will speak about
"The Heavenly Revelation" with scripture from
Luke 2:1-20 at 9:30 a.m.
service at Bethel United
Methodist Church and at
11 a.m. service at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
The 7 p.m. service will
be the celebration of a
Christmas program at

p.

Brooks Chapel Church.
9:46 a.m.
Memorial Baptist
WestoddeBaptist
Dr. Jerrell Whfte will
The Rev. Don Farmer
speak at 10:50 a.m. ser- will speak at 11 a.m. service at Memorial Baptist vice at Westaide Baptist
Church. Claude Miler, Church. Special music
deacon of the week, and will be directed by TomLester Workman will my Scott.
assist in service.
The Aduh Choir and
The Sanctuary Choir, Members of the church
directed by Milton will present a musical,
Gresham, will present "Noel, Jesus Is Born," at
Recitatives for Soprano the 6 p.m. service.
from "The Messiah" with
Sunday School with
Hellon Carlin as soprano Ronnie Walker as direcsoloist.
tor will be at 10 a.m.
At the 7 p.m. service
First Methodist
the Combined Youth and
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Sanctuary Choirs will Jr., will speak about
present "Home For "Where Does God Fit
Christmas." Margaret In?" at the 10:50 a.m. serand Michael Wilkins are vice at First United
accompanists.
Methodist Church.
The Carol Choir will
Church Teaching with
Michael White as director sing "Veni E Manuel"
will be at 9:30 a.m. and and the Chapel Choir will
Church Training with sing "Calypso Noel."
Glenn Hale as director Lathe Clark is director.
will be at6 p.m.
The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe with Bea Farrell as
will speak at 10:50 a.m. organist, will sing two anservice at Grace Baptist thems, "As Lately We
Watched" and "Glory To
Church.
The Church Choir, God."
Barbara Shores, direcdirected by Leland
Peeler with Dwane Jones tor of education, will read
as organist and Anita the scripture. The RainSmith as pianist, will sing bow BO --ktingers with
Janet,/Wolf a4 director
"A Christmas Medley."
At the 6 p.m. service will ;play. "Christmas
the Youth Choir will pre- Bells."
At 6 p.m. a family
sent a Christmas special,
"God Revealed," with church-wide dinner will
Donna Tefft and Jeanetta be served followed by the
Smith as soloists, Anita Children's Choir
Smith as pianist, and the candlelight service at 7
pastor reading the scrip- p.m.
Church School will be
ture.
Sunday School with at 9:45 a.m.
Hazel Baptist
Dan Billington as
The Combined Youth
superintendent will be at
and Adult Choirs will present the John Peterson
Cantata, "Night of
Miracles," with Gene Orr

Wallpaper

this
merry time of
the year,we
hope all the
best comes to
you Thanks
for your loyal
patronage:

(leg. 75' Each)

It's Christmas!
A triumphant
time to celebrate
all life's blessings
and all our special
joys. And to you,
dear friends,many
thanks and good
wishes!

zamiziX34
0
First of
Miciigon
Corp
Morris Btlbrey
753-9476

Swift
Roofing
Robed Swift, Owner and Employees
Industrial Rd
753-5976

.Country
Prints
In Stock
Buy Today
Decorate
Today

Miller as director at 11 Children's Choir at ser- 4:30 and 16:40 a.m.
and
a.m. service at flasel vices at First p.m. services
at Seventh
Baptist ChUrCh.
Presbyterian Church. and Poplar Church
The pastor, the Rev. Cynthia Scribner is direc- Christ. His morning et
triple
James T. Garland, will tor.
will be "The Greatest
speak at the 4 p.m. serThe Rev. RE. Rabatin, Thing In the World"
with
vice. Music will be pastor, will speak about scripture from
I Cain-directed by Miller with "The Birth of Jesus" with Naas 1:1-13. The evening
Gwyn Key as organist scripture from Luke 2:1- topic will be
"Gold,
and Oneida White as 20 at 10:45 a.m. service. Frankincense
and
pianist.
The Choir will sing "Do Myrrh" with scripture
Sunday School with You Hear What I Hear?" from Matthew 2:11.
Don Bailey as director with Pam Matlick as
Assisting will be
will be at 9:45 a.m. and guest director and Ms. Ainley, Jerry Jerry
Church Training with Pat Scribner as accompanist. Kevin Garner, Bolls,
Steve
Hutson as director will be
The Joy Gift Christmas Steele, Thoma
s
at 5 p.m.
offering for retirees and Schroeder, Danny
The annual Christmas minorities will be receiv- Cleave, Rob
Thompson,
fellowship will be in the ed in the worship service. Sam Parker,
Emmanuel
church fellowship hall at
Church School with Manners, Ron McNutt,
the close of the evening Eleonor Kodman as Bob Miller,
Billy Nix,
services.
superintendent and Alida Barry Canter, Gene
Elm Grove Baptist
Graves as accompanist Roberts, Ricky Cherry,
The Rev. Calvin will be at 9:30 a.m.
Webb Caldwell, Forrest
Wilkins, pastor, will
Scotts Grove
Boyd, Lenith Rogers, Edspeak at 11 a.m. service
The Rev. Wayne Carter die Rogers, Gary Evans
at Elm Grove Baptist will speak about "Will the and Jim Shultz.
Church. His subject will Wise Men Come Again?"
Bible classes will be at
be "Preparation and Pro- with scripture from Mat- 9:45 a.m.
clamation" with scrip- thew 2:1-11 at 11 a.m. serture from Luke 2.
vice at Scotts Grove BapFirst Baptist
The Church Choir, tist Church.
Dr. Bill Whittaker,
directed by Kerry
Vogel Outland, deacon pastor, will speak about
Vasseur, will sing "Out of the week, will assist. "His Plans For the
Of Love For You."
The children's sermon Future" with scripture
At the 6:15 p.m. service will be by the pastor.
from Jeremiah 29:10-13
the annual Christmas
The Church Choir will at 10:45 a.m. and about
Cantata, "Come To The sing with Donald "Good News" with scripManger," will be Crawford as director, ture from Luke 2:1-14 at 6
presented. Norma Beverly Carter as pianist p.m. service at First BapWilkins and Kerry and Polly McGinnis as tist Church.
Vasseur will be soloists, organist.
Mancil Vinson, deacon
Dwayne Fulkerson will
At 6 p.m. the Church of the week, will assist in
be narrator and Paula Choir will present the service. Wayne Halley,
Kinsolving will be Christmas musical,'The minister of music,
will
pianist.
Reason For the Season." sing a solo, "Sweet Little
Sunday School with
Sunday School with Jesus Boy" and the
Jimmy Kelly as director Jimmy Vance as director Church Choir will
sing
will be at 10 a.m. Church will be at 10 a.m.
"Nowell! Nowell!
Training will be held SunChristian Science
Nowell" at morning serday.
The topic of this week's vice.
Presbyterian
Bible lesson sermon to be
At the evening service
"Mary Had A Baby" read at Christian Science the Adult Bell Choir will
and "Go Tell It On The Society, Murray, at 11 play "Carol Medley" and
Mountain" will be sung a.m. is "Is The Universe, The Ladies Choir will
by the Joyful Noise Including Man, Evolved sing "Go Tell It on the
by Atomic Force?" The Mountain" with Halley as
lesson will include a director. Joan Bowker is
passage from John.
organist and Allene
Sunday School also will Knight is pianist.
be at 11 a.m.
Sunday School will be
Seventh & Poplar
at 9:30 a.m. and Church
John Dale will speak at Training will be at 5 p.m.

There's Still Time...
To Make Your Color
Christmas Portrait
At
ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Tie s. t2t
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St.

Lutherans move
753-01

litrALLPAPER
VV ALLPAP1111

3594 Lone Oak Rd.
LONE OAK PLAZA
PADUCAH, KY.
9-6 MON-SAT
502-554-0100

With movers starting to
vacate the old premises,

Paul A. Volcker

Saturday, Dec. 18
At 5:30 P.M.

ecutive officer of Third
National Bank, said at a
luncheon Thursday.
Kane said the bank will
reward Nashville
policemen who arrest
robbers of its branch
banks by donating $1,000
to the charity of the officer's choice and giving
$100 to the policeman.
The program started
"We feel this program with the donation of $1,000
of recognition and reward to the Metro Police
will be an effective way of Benefit Association and
showing our appreciation gifts of $100 to William
for a job well done — and Hudson, Gary Young and
at the same time do some Ricky Bell, who helped
measureable good for the apprehend a Florida man
community in which we accused of robbing the
operate," Charles Kane, bank's suburban Madison
chairman and chief ex- branch Jan.8.
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Third National
Bank has announced a
program to show appreciation to Nashville
policemen who arrest
robbers of its branch
banks by making a donation to charity in the officer's name and rewarding the policeman.

The unkque individually pocketed COO construction of the
Famous f3eautyrest' mattress plus the new ouahty const, uc
tion of the Adtustable Bed foundation and mechanism give you
a unique conifort experience A push of a button adiusts head
or foot or both to one of a thousand poartions The buih-in two
speed vibrator soothes away tenston re4axes your whole body

ENIX INTERIORS
INC.
Clashed St.

Norrey

•
•

753-1 474

Paul A. Volcker, chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board since August 6, 1979, will be the guest of
Congressman Carroll Hubbard in western Kentucky
on Thursday, Dec. 16. He will give a speech at
Mayfield High School and the following are sponsors of its rerun on Channel 13.

Happy
Christmas
We're sending aIF ourloyal patrons a huge
wish... may your
holiday be the
merriest one yet!
Enjoy it, all!

Sponsors

Hopkinsville Federal Savings
And Loan Asso.
Bank of Murray
Peoples Bank
Security Federal Savings
And Loan Asso.

employes were expected
to be on the job on Dec. 20
In the new four-story,
127,000-square foot
building, which has been
under construction for 2C
months.
The new headquarters
is situated at the intersection of Interstate 44 and
Lindbergh Boulevard.
Dedication is set for Feb.
20.

Nashville bank starts
program for policemen

The Murray Ledger and Times
Channel 13 will rerun

Paul Volcker's
Speech

ST. LOUIS(AP) — It's
moving titnellir300 heldquarters employeirof the
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, which is
shifting its main offices
from downtown St. Louis
to a newly built headquarters in suburban
Kirkwood.

We're •gricoltepe's
lesiling head
tart T.

Charles Hale and Staff
Property Evaluation
Administrator Office

Jackson Purchase
PCA
.41N.
153-5602
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Try Ws almronsili isisessik Toll her you moot her
Se wave with you. hut ehe may elm Wald If she la
skis Oa supper, heireoM mod provide adequolielly tar
her dill& Altair shit pule piescil to payee amid lose the
herself that she else* make it aloes. GM will mime
to moire with you.
And the derbies will have be.. her.,

Tobacco clause added to bill
LEXINGTON, K y
(AP) — A tobaccorelated amendment offered by Rep. Larry
Hopkins, R-Ky., has been
added by the Houee Rules
Committee to the Caribbean Basin Initiative.
The amendment, which
must still be approved by
the full House, would
allow the removal of all
tobacco and tobacco pr
ducts from a list of dutyfree imports from Caribbean countries. It was the
only tobacco-related
amendment among three
additions that were accepted by the committee.
President Reagan
presented the initial
resolution on March 17 in
an effort to help "shore
up economies of these
countries." The president
said his proposal would

help increase production
and trade in the Caribbean through, among
other thirty, offers of
short-term credit and
duty-tree imports.
Hopkins said be was
concerned about imphcations that the resolution
could have on burley and
all other types of tobaccc
produced in the U.S.
Hopkins and Rep.
Charles Row, D-N.C.,
last week asked the
General Accounting Office to investigate the effect that the Reagan proposal would have on
tobacco produced in the
U.S. The GAO reported,
said Hopkins, that itt probably wouldn't be able to
complete its investigation
until next year.
"We are without the
benefit of the GAO's

research at this time, and
It the cammittes passed
on the initial rule ONG had

requestat
ass
would have the opportunity to offer as anssainust
after the investigation."

By Abigail Van Buren

Hopkins said.
"Because at the ex-

isting situation, the
resolution's present rule
needed to be changed now
to allow the opportunity
to offer an amendment
that would protect the interests of tobacco producers," he said.
"Imports of tobacco
have been increasing _
drastically in recent
'
years," Hopkins said.
"And with the duty-free
treatment of tobacco
from Caribbean countries...the possibility exists for further increases
in imports.".
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NO ONE SEEMS TO
WANT TO BUY A
CHRISTMAS WREATH

I WINK WE NEED
BETTER PACKAGING
-r4

CR,R.
HIRISffinPIS
Calloway County Judge
and Staff
WE NEED A BETTER
WAY TO 5140W OFF
OUR PRODUCT...

600P MORNING! WOULD
YOU LIKE TO BUY A
CHRISTMAS UJREATN
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DEAR SANTA,
PLEASE SEND ME.
YoUR AUTo6RAPH.

BUT IF You ARE
Too BuGY--

11
1
0
411?

THEY

NURT

*MI

KNR Industries of Fairfax, Va., said Thursday
that her boss filed the
$56,000 suit in the

Superior Court of the
District of Columbia.
Lenaghan was not in the
office this morning, she
said.
Jeanette Riffe of
WSAZ-TV in Huntington
confirmed that the station received a 0,400
check on which it has
been unable to collect.
"Three times, we have
called the bank which
issued the check," Ms.
Rife said. "But they said

they don't have enough
money in the account to

Cart

cover it."
And John Peck, sales

&Jr
Ana

NOW DO
T/4EY
PEELZ

You GAN SEND ME oNe OF
'MATZEN'S HooFPRNTS INSTEAD.

ant

Da4

his unsuccessful bid for a
second term.
In addition, a Virginia
promotion agency has filed a 356,000 suit against
the Committee to Elect
Sam Church for fees it is
owed, an official of the
(Inn said.
Church was defeated
Nov. 9 by Richard
Triunka, who is scheduled to take office Dec. 22.
A secretary in the UMW's
Washington,
ifefIce
said Church spokesman
Eldon Callen was not in
the office to comment on
the suit.
A secretary for James
Lenaghan, lawyer for

'MIER

13

11UUSR
14
15

CONFIDENTIAL TO GAMBLERS WIFIC: Your
husband sounds like • compulsive gambler. A compulsive gambler never quits when he's ahead. He
continues to bet until he's lost everything. This he'll
borrow to gamble, hoping to recover his loses&
There's • Gamblers Anonymous in your area. (It's
listed in your telephone directory.) Urge your hoeband to attend one mooting. If, as you say, he's already lost everything, he has nothing to lose. Good
hick. It's time you had some.

But he said "I called 30 or at the number Peck gave
30 times, but an answer- for ComSper said Beebe
ing service comes on and did not work in her °Sky
says they cannot tell me '1"his is not ContSpsc,"
money owed them for where Mr. Beebe can be she added.
campaign ads run by reached."
But, she said. "I have
United Mine Workers
A secretary who semi him come in the ofpresident Sam Church in answered the telephone fice."

10

12

•••

CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP)— Several radio and
television stations say
they are trying to recover

43 Fork prong
44 Pilaster
47 Noise
48 Male turkey
51 Six: Rom
53 Diphthong

7

DEAR STUMPED:'The contra/ is... here Is mere
than a hairstyle.
Why should your wife's hairstyle he no all-important to you? And why should she Moist on a hairstyle her husband finds so
You both weed to see a couas.lor and let your hair
clown.

Church leaves trail of campaign debts

El W Li R

34 Lifts
35 Woods
36 Tests
37 Trades for
money
40 Aeriform fluid

After a year and a half, she let it grew. and awe she
has another hassrlykr that makes her leek ridiculous. It's
so basarre, st actually reduced my °themes heathy sea
eel ineseism is her
I Rnd it difficult to look at her and don't ems want is
be seen with her What bothers me most o that she is es
insensitive to my feelings
I need •solution — short of tattles• walk
STUMPED IN EVANSTON

DEAR ABBY: I'm 39, divorced for three years In the
last 15 months I've worked 16 hoer* a day, flee days
week, and eight hours every Saturday and Sunday to help
my 15-year-old unmamed daughter through a rough ordeal. She became pregnant and gave birth to a beastihil
child. I paid all the hospital and doctor hills and saw to it
that she and the baby had everything they needed.
I've been dating a fine man for two years He's been
through a lot with me and asked rne to marry him. I've
said yes to a January wedding. The problem is he lives in
another town, 100 miles away, and my daughter refuses to
move with me
After working so hard for her, all I ask is that she
finish high school (which will take two years) and live
under my care until she's IM
Her excuse for not wanting to move is she does not
want to leave her friends Should I demand that she move
with us, or let her quit school and get a job when she
turns 16 — three months from now"

1:1131111 E I:3 11131101:21J
u A Pe Rump T i
I4p y u ppm NT
pop pie DA R E
El U E CI CR E AM
CI Ams p Lop
pp R Ellis MEI T
ONE 8 sin) DOM
T A R S MIEl E E R 12
CO ODOM]R13 T121
NuTILIN pi MEI S
E LIII T E

have to hew with it

DEAR TORN: Thus far your daughter has never
had to take responsibility for her actions because
you have always come to her rescue.
It's time you let your little girl grow up. If you
forced her to move with you, she would probably
become hostile and angry and run away.

Answer to Thursday's Perde
gal2 ALI s
p I pp T

3

2

Daughter Won't Be Moved
By Mother's Sacrifice

TORN MOTHER

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Coloring substance
6 Encourages
11 Pennant
12 Lawmaking
body
14 Pronoun
15 Teases.
Colloq.
17 Near
18 London
repast
20 Challenges
21 As written. in
muSIC
22 Finishes
24 Change the
color
25 Walk
26 Long-legged
birds
28 Gratify
30 Edible
rootstock
31 Skill
32 Barrelmaker
35 Lemons and
oranges
38 Gaelic
39 Time gone by
41 Additional
42 Expire
43 Crown
45 Nothing
46 For example
Abbr.
47 Disagree
49 Jolson
50 Godlike
52 Backless
seats
54 Baseball
teams
55 Domesticates
DOWN
1 Type of

•••
DEAR ARBY This may MIMI trivial. but it may break
up say mamas* el almost 36 yearn It. say erikes hewstyle.
A maple of years ago she had her hair cat very sheet. I
told her at the time I thought it was too sheet sad 1 didn't
like it She toed me her trim& liked it said I mead Met

been

'
4te- TitarkNit
*slur.

OEC 17

SUPPLY

1.82 United F

SAM(
v

IT USUALLY
TA '(ES A

PEW PAYS
TO BREAK
Tg4EMIP

Woad_
12-17

•/OU'VE TRIED THAT LINE

ON ME THREE TIMES
!

2. Notice

2.1100ct

NOUSE
MOVING
Need s Neese Moved,
Desessent or head,Ilea Week.
Mee Ildett:
GORE NORM
MOVING
101447485
Perm..,, Ts.

EXTRA
SPECIAL
the

sad

if

December. Dm sew
and ems.

CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
105 N. 3rd
753-15112
Bofors Xmas Soli/6*M ovorything in sloe*,
sale runs Dec 9 through
Dec 19 only including
oak furniture, glass,
china, lamps Paris
Landing County Store
on 121 at Paris Landing
Call 1101 442-4119

manager for WCHS-TV in
Charleston, said he has a
bad check for 12,210 from
Church's campaign com- .00111Midr
mittee. He said the
FOR ROIT
money was for a 30minute program and
ROLLAWAY
some 60-second commerREDS
cials.
Peck said the check
Murray Rental
was written by ComSales
munications Specialists,
753-8201
a Washington, D.C.,
advertising firm, and
signed by Norman Beebe.

_
MERRY
ofqx

WARM UP
Wn* When Meg
kerosene beaters
19,9011 ITU
Model g 2995
11,300 11711
Alledel g 69es
15,0011 BTU
Model s 99es

CW
BEE!
•

to all a E

Seng3n t Th3"

Wrocker
7S.4th
753-2771

PURDOMS INC.
292 S. 5th
753,41172

FRESH XMAS
FUHVEPS
Christmas Ar, Pelmet
said assort
*Ms.

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
SOO N. 4th
753-3231

'IT

Ed

dleceorts eters wide

till

"If you think the ides
of personal service
is gone, you don't
have insurance with
National Life And
Accident."

Sox 61
Murray, Ky
42071

WOOS Pin :44

Hooey

*i

Fir Christmas

436-1451
0
•
Mood Cash? We buy
mill Depression Woos 1.9
FillitaW411,41P
eel Alr.*
Decor Store

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 It. Gold
Chow
'It'heavy weight
•Nerrinehow
'C Cheim
•Ssrpealins
•les and ryes chin
60% off
GOLD & ULM
WISOLOAL1
MMUS
(IssIde Versee's
Westin Were)
amok Mies
Nrs. 9-1 Dille
I -6 Swirl

•
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1, Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

Civil Action File No.83-CI-261
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court Hopkinsville Federal Savings
and Loan Ass'n. Plaintiff, Versus Daniel
King and wife, Susan L. King and C. E. Cain
and wife, Lorene L. Cain,Defendant
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the November 12th Term thereof 1982 in the
above cause, for the sum of Forty Five
Thousand Two Hundred Twelve and
22/100 Dollars, with interest, until paid
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door in the City
of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th day of
December 1982, at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or
thereabout, FOR CASH, the following
described property,to-wit:
"Commencing at the intersection of the
South line of Elm Street (a 40-foot street)
and the West line of South 6th Street (a 50foot street); thence south 1°00" East along
said West line of said South 6th Street for a
distance of 183.8 feet to an iron dowel at the
point of beginning at the south bank of
Roseberry Branch; thence from said point
of beginning South 81° 52' West along said
South bank of Roseberry branch for a
distance of 291.62 feet to a point; thence
South 1°00" East for a distance of 117.87 feet
to an iron dowel, passing over an iron dowel
set in line at 51.62 feet; thence North 890 30'
East for a distance of 288.0 feet to an iron
dowel on said West line of South 6th Street;
thence North 1° 00' West along said west line
for a distance of 156.25 feet to the point of
beginning. The area of this parcel is 36,816
square feet."
Being real property with improvements
conveyed to Daniel King and wife, Susan L.
King, by C. E. Cain, Jr., by deed dated
August 11, 1980, of record in Microfilm Book
161, Cabinet 1, Drawer 13, Card 676, all of the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must PAY CASH. Bidders will be prepared
to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Civil Action File No.82-CI-099
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Bank Of Murray
Plaintiff, Versus Paul G. Little and wife,
Julie A. Little, Nathan T. Beal and wife,
Helen M. Beal, Et Al, Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the November 12th Term thereof 1982 in the
above cause, for the sum of Twenty Nine
Thousand Eight Hundred and no/100
Dollars, with interest until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, to public auction on the 27th day of December 1982, at
1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, FOR
CASH,the following described property, towit:
A part of the Southwest Quarter of Section
23, Township 2, Range 4 East,as follows:
Beginning at a stake on the west edge of
State Highway 95 (now U. S. Highway 641),
the northeast corner of a lot of land owned
by Cletus Dodd; thence west with Dodd's
north line about 150 feet to a stake; thence
north about 841
/
2 feet to a stake; thence
east about 150 feet to a stake in west edge of
said highway; thence south with said
/
2 feet to the point of beginhighway about 841
ning, except 20 feel! off the west end conveyed to Dale Adams in 1974.
Title to the above-described property was
obtained by deed from Nathan T Beal and
Helen M. Beal, dated July 20, 1979 and
recorded in Book 160, Card 256, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must PAY CASH. Bidders will be prepared
to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Civil Action File No.83-C1-165
Commoner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court National Mortgage Company
Plaintiff, Versus Jimmy Morganti and wife,
Bonnie Morganti, and Calloway County,
Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the November 22nd Term thereof 1982,in the
above cause, for the sum of Twenty Two
Thousand and no/100 (022,000.00) Dollars,
with interest from the 1st day of September
1981, until paid and its cost thermn I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th
day of December 1982, at 1:00 O'clock P.M.,
or thereabout, upon a credit of six months,
the following described property, to-wit:
Being Lots Number 64, 65, and 66 in the
Baywood Vista Subdivision in Calloway
County, Kentucky. Plat of said subdivision
of record in Plat Book 3, Page 48, and the
restrictions are in Deed Book 140, Page 257,
and the previous deed of record for said lots
is in Book 151, Card 284, and Book 155, Card
1021, and said lots are more particularly
described as one tract as follows: Beginning
at an iron rod on the northerly line of North
Baywood Vista Drive, said rod being located
South 77 deg. 03 min. East along the northerly line of North Baywood Vista Drive 641.42
feet from the easterly line of Kentucky
Highway No. 280, and running thence South
77 deg. 03 min. East along the northerly line
of Baywood Vista Drive 180 feet to an iron
pin; thence North 77 deg. 03 min. West 180
feet to an iron rod; thence South 12 deg. 57
min. West 100 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same real estate conveyed to
Jimmy Morganti and wife, Bonnie Morganti, by deed from Bobby Campbell and wife,
Brenda Campbell, dated August 28, 1981,
and of record in Book 162, Cabinet 1, Drawer
14, Card 1050, all in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgement. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Community Development Agency,in accordance with the approved Community Development Plan,
is accepting proposals for the establishment of a minority-owned business to
locate on a parcel of land owned by the
Agency at 203 Maple Street. The land
will be leased to the business and
become the property of the minorityowned business at the end of a threeyear period.
Proposals should be submitted to the
Murray Community Development Agency, City Hall, Murray, KY 42071. The
Agency will not accept proposals after
January 5, 1982. For more information,
call 759-1224.

2. Notice

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?
Get in touch with us, and
become the owner of a Montgomery Ward Sales Agency
with a line of over 100,000
items to sell.
We're looking for Sales
Agents - ambitious husband/wife teams with an
urge to break out on their
own. And, we may have just
what you're looking for.
Our unique Sales Agency
Store program offers an exciting opportunity to operate
a famines, of your own with
a small investment, and also
gives you the opportunity to
take advantage of the investment we've already
made, as well as over a century of Catalog business experience. Once you become
a Sales Agent, you can use
Wards name, catalogs and
credit. Sell our branded
merchandise, and have acceas to the same systems,
concepts and materials we
use to operate our companyowned stores. Best of all,
your investment will probably be considerably less
than would be required for a
regular retail business with
similar sales volume
If you are willing to accept
responsibility, in return for
a future in your own
business, we'd like to talk
about your personal
qualifications and give you
more details &bald OUT plan.
Write or phone today

Lem Neehlein
21818. Maw RI.
ShweevIlle, ON 45265
(513)7824209

AltOISITGOME

IlAsessler Rat

1PefsStçpls

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

For Sale: New ship
ment of desks, chairs,
and file cabinets. Ross
& Sons Salvage. Martin,
T N 3 8 2 3 7 .
Phone:901-587-2420.
Miller 225 amp welder
with acessories, 2 desk
and chairs, file cabinet
and jukebox. 753-43.42.
Used G.E. refrigerator,
Sears 3Opt. portable
dehumidifier, child car
seat, and free puppies.
489-2838.

Doll house, new hand United Ministry Center,
built, solid wood, split 1611 Olive St. (1 block
cedar shingles and behind Granny's Porch)
wood sidings. $110. 753- $295 Spring Semester.
6679 after 5p.m.
Girls. Rooms available
in Dec at end of this
TUCK'S DISCOUNT semester. House has
PANELING Paneling, kitchen, study room, TV
100 patterns. Exterior with cable, gas ap
Siding. 2x4's 5.79. No. 2 pliances and air conShingles. Vinyl Rugs, ditioning. 753-3531 or
$2.95 sq. yd. Rolled 753-6783.
Roofing, $11.95/roll. Ex
tenor & Interior Door 34. Houses for Rent
Units. Vanities, top &
bottom $37.00 & up. 3 Bedroom house, 2
Carpet. Hwy. 45, 1 MI. baths, Midway area.
So., Martin, Tn. (901) 436-2357.
Country living, wooded
587-3000
Wood for sale, $77 a lot, 2 bedroom brick,
load, delivered 489-2377 fireplace, has garage.
Coleman Real Estate.
ask for Mike or Ron
753 9898.
Phares.
Near Aurora, 6 yrs. old,
3 bedroom, electric and
/7. Mobile Home Sales
wood heat, water fur
12x60 Trailor, excellent nished. $160 plus decondition also 12x65 posit. 442-5647.
trailer for rent. See
Three bedroom house
Brandon Dill, at Dill's
near Ky. Lake, washer
Trailer Court.
and dryer included,
Mobile Home for sale deposit required. 753and lot. Or rent with 8964 after 5p.m.
option to buy, 2 bedThree bedroom, rent
room, 4 inch walls,
$225 plus deposit. 753copper wiring, all elec6129.
tric, central heat, by
East School, full price Three bedroom,
$9,750, owner financing, lakefront, 2 baths,
small down payment. fireplace, only $250,
electric heat. Coleman
753-5405.
Real Estate. 753-9898.
3.Mobile Home Rentals Two bedroom near
In New Concord, all downtown, married
couples. $185 per month.
electric, $75 per month
Deposit and references.
Call 436-247 anytime.
753-6429 after 4:30 p.m.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no Two bedroom brick
home, full basement, 1
pets. Call 489-2611.
block from Hospital and
Nice two bedroom Middle School. $225.
trailer near Murray, no Available Jan. 15. Call
pets. Call 489-2611.
753-8900.
Three bedroom, 1 1/2
baths, central gas heat,
Pets-Supplies
also wood cell. Coleman 1
Real Estate. 753-9898.
AKC Cocker Spaniel,
Two bedroom traitor, 1/2 one black male puppy,
miles north of Almo two blonde males,
priced reasonably. 492Heights. 753-5618.
8861.
29. Heating-Cooling
Christmas pups. 2
For sale, Wood Stove- black, 6 wks. old
Atlanta Homesteader, poodles with papers
used one season, $200. male and female, $50
GE electric dryer, $50. each. Also 1 toy white
Frigidaire washer male with papers, $50 or
needs timer, free with will trade for white
dryer. Polar6id SX-70 male with papers. 436camera with carrying 2745.
Four year old Setter
case,$60. Call 437-4999.
Triple line stove pipe, Bird Dog. 753-450,4.
Labrador Retriever
used 1 yr. 436-2973.
puppies excellent
30. Business Rentals
bloodlines. AKC. 753
4166.
Minature Dachshund
Mini
puppies, 8 weeks old,
had shots and. wormed,
Warehouse
$50 each. 753-1308 after
Storage Space
4p.m.
For Rent
Pit Bull Stud Service
753-4758
UKC Registered, "PR"
Pilcher's Roszo. Call
901-587-6032 after 4p.m
For rent, 30x36 office in
Hardin. 437-4632.

AIMS

•
Civil Action File No.82-CI-366
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court Security Federal Savings And
Loan Association Plaintiff, Versus Wallace
McMillin and wife, Nancy McMillian Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendred at the
November 15th term thereof 1982, in the
above cause, for the sum of Sixty Six Thusand Four Hundred Twelve and 88/100
Dollars, with interest at the rate of 12 per
cent per annum from the 31st day of August
1982, until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 27th day of
December 1982, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or
thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days, the
following described property,to-wit:
Lot No. 4 in Section A of the Glendale Subdivision of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, as recorded in Plat Book 2, at page 93,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court., Murray,Kentucky.
for the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgement. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit
Court

3110

2. Notice
PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
Murray Calloway
Comity Transit City
Comfy Service.
753-9725

CUSTOM
JEWELRY
s d• te year
specifIcatisas. We
repair chains, size
rings, set stenos etc.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY

16. Home Furnishings

(Inside Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Deily
1-6 Senday
Santa Suit Rental. Mr
Tuxedo. Call 759-4073.

Have S minutes? Cell
759-4444 for on inspirational message to
brighten your clay.
Children's tape IS9444S.

5. Lost and Found
Lost in Canterbury
vicinity, small redish
blonde male cocker,
collar-lost tags, child's
pet, reward! 753-8001.
Lost men's wallet,
brown with some white
paint smudges. 601 Pine
St. 7534495.
Missing a black and
white 3 mo. old Border
Collie, lost North of
Murray Call 753-3,478.

6. Help Wanted
Full time position at
Calloway County ASCS
office, Bel Air Shopping
Center. 753-1781.
OFFSHORE OIL JOBS.
Make over 30,000 a
year, no experience
necessary. Details.
Stamp to: OFFSHORE,
Box 973, Murray, Ky.
42071.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
Off shore rigs. No
experience necessary.
Start immediately. $35,
000 plus a year. For
information call 1-312920-9364, ext. 1774B.
Someone to combine 50
or 60 acres of beans in
Stella community. 4892697 or 436-5812 after
7p.m.
Someone with experience raising baby
calves. Call 753-1455.

Antique clocks for sale.
excellent condition,
large selection to
choose from, also do
antique clock repair.
753-6347 after 5p.m. or
anytime on weekends.
Antique oak 4 drawer
filing cabinet. $250. Call
753-1223.
Good used couch,
yellow and white, $75 or
best offer. Call 753-0594.
Hotpoint portable dishwasher, 1 year old.
42.
753-63,
Three pc. Cherry bedroom suite, 4 poster
bed, 2 odd dresser,
feather bed. 753-6679
after

19. Farm Equipment
Combine, 1978, 715 international, air condition, Hydrostatic transmission, corn and bean
header. Call 901-247-5104
after 6p.m.
Now is the season to
prepare that Ag &
Industrial Unit for the
coming spring. For
front to back overhaul
Call 436-2361. Try us for
the best buys in
undercarriages.

20. Sports Equipment
357 Colt Phyton, 6 in.
barrow, hoster, 4 boxes
of shells. 753-8153 after
5:30p.m.
New 6 gun solid oak gun
cabinet, $238. See at
Uncle Jeffs Sporting
Goods

n.Musical
Baldwin organ, pianos.
Player pianos. Practice
pianos, organs. Your
complete music store
next to Penney's.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
Paris, Tenn.
Practice piano, needs
little work. 753-5263 or
753-4723.
Sanyo AM-FM cassette
car stereo, auto reverse, 575. 753-9101.

23. Exterminating

14. Want to Buy
Nice bedroom suite,
frost free refrigerator,
round coffee table,
large mirror and lamp.
489-2455 after 4:00.
Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat,
mink, coyote, opossum,
beaver. Owen McClellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, III. 62976,
Phone 618-342-6316.
Single pieces or complete place setting of
Regency China that was
given by Bank of
Murray for promotion
during 1970's. Phone
753-4670 or 753-5321.

Free Inspection.
Licensed, Bonded, Insured. Servall Termite
and Pest Control Co.
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn. Eddie Williams,
Ph. 753-8779,9 to 5.

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

Atari cartons, Pitfall,
Raiders of Lost Ark,
ET, Demon Attack,
Sword Quest and
Amidar. Many others in
stock
Coast to Coast
Central
Hardware
Shopping Center. 7538604.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*ROUSTS CISTDMT PRODUCTS
F,,. Delivery ea Proscription 11 City Lindh

seistVears

SALE

I

Register Rat Terrier
puppies, all shots and
wormed, $75 Call 753
9039.
Registered Border Col
lie pups, wormed, $75
Call 1 901-885 3632 in
Union City, Tenn. after
4P- nlSetter, 4 yrs. old. Half
setter, half Brining, 10
mos. 247-5458 Rt. 1,
Purvear.

43. Real Estate
Perdue & Thermos
laserases
Reel Estate
Seetliside CeerfSq.
Murray, Ilentecky

Office Gast to Coors
Moyers freer Everywhere
Mile Service Sine 1900
1912 Celilwatef Reed
Mangy, Kernocky 42071
(502)7534186
Anytime
10E L. IIIIINON
Broker
ikons& & Iletried

REALTORS

eleM
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651

Appointments mode
for your convenience.
Fell time sales
associates evening
phones.
Ames *Carty. 753-7249 I
Dorm IWO 753 7728
11113Betworth 753-131
753-2517 I
Cr!UN
S
Asia heart.. 753-2477

49-7

KOPI?ERUD
753-1222
Homes Fon

Luxurious- 3
bedroom home with
all the extras siir;
rounded by 153
acres of row crops,
pasture and timber.
Located approx. 8
miles SE of Murray
off of 121 South. For
additional information, call KOPPERUD REALTY 753-1222.

41. Public Sale

32. Apts. For Rent

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 7 3-391 4

rATZS $100! TRUCKS
$75! Available at local
gov't sales. Call
(refundable) 1-312-9315337, ext. 17746 for your
directory on how to
purchase. 24 hrs.
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory 18" and
72". 529 a rick, Greenwood. $25 rick, delivered and stacked.
753-9600.
Firewood delivered and
stacked. $25 a rick.
489-2231.
Firewood for sale, any
length, Hickory only.
Call 492-8118.
Raw Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co. Paducah, Ky.
443-6139.

2 Bedroom Duolex
located 3 miles on E94.
Contact Hale Lock
Shop. 753-5980.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apt. in excellent residential location. $150.
Call Bill Kopperud,
753-1222.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650 or
436-2844.
One bedroom, fur•
nished, available Dec.
22. Day, 753-8298 or
night, 753-6194.
Three room apt. with
bath over Ezell Beauty
School, garbage disposal, no pets, $135 per
mo. 306 North 4th St.
753-4723 or 753-5263.
Two bedroom apt. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom duplex
apt. 411 N. 5th, Murray.
Call 492-8725.

FOR RENT
me twisted Apt across
ins MSIl 1 perste sr couple. 753-1141 er 753-3154
alter 5:11 PM.

1,200 Record Albums for
sale. Sat. and Sun. only.
Collectors welcome. 913
North 18th St. 753-6757.

44. Lots for Sale

INDOOR
GARAGE
SALE

Need a lot to build on?
Small and large starting at $2,300. Town,
rural and beautiful lake
lots. Call Spann Realty
Assoc. 753-7724.
Trailer lot, septic tank
and utility pole. Located
in Brewers. 527-1177.
Vacant commercial lot
within the city limits of
Murray on Highway 6.41
North. Lot is approximately 1 acre and
is immediately south ot
the former Sonic DriveIn property. Offered at
$35,000 and owner
financing is available.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

Sat., Dec. 11, 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. 307 North
8th St. Men's denim
lettere coats, boys
and girls fleece lined
denim jackets, factory
closeouts, all first

quality.

INDOOR
MOVING
SALE

45. Farms for Sale

id.

8-3 located on
slit Campground
d., go north on 16th
t. until it comes to en
end and then turn
right exactly 1 mile,
white with block shysters. Some furniture,
toys, misc. items.

l

Cattle farm 109 acres,
80 acres in pasture,
good woven wire fence,
plenty of water, including 47 white face cows.
Will starting calving
middle of Feb. and
Angus Bull on Hwy. 280,
1 miles off 121 S. at
Cherry Corner Rd. $110,
000. 7531625.

*
'eEL326 $044

LAY AWAY NOW
FOR XMAS

SOLAR
CALCULATOR*
NEVER
ErkoNre hoer.

10% off all Archery Equipment until Dec.
15th
'It

Bows - Arrows - Accessories - Ben
Pearson - York - P.S.E. and others
We also have:

OCIarion
100 WATT
Hi-Way Fidelity
Equalizer/Booster
Reg. 179.95 $1 10.00

Sunset Boulevard
Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 7S3-01 13

RECORDS•TAPES•STEREOS

Rifles - Shotguns - Pistols - Ammunition - Fishing Supplies - Black
Powder supplies and Kits.
Free Gift Wrapping

SPORT
SPECIALISTS
808 Chestnut
753-0703
Locally owned and managed
Owen Norsworthy
Jim Pierceall
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ELECTRIC I
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850 wafts *2900 BTU's
(J2)
• Sdleiy lip-over reach
• Ourablis siert case
• On/o0 sidecsor switch
• Close meth safety grille
•Instant rbbon elemenis

• High ternperalur• cord S ploy
•Convenient carrying handle
• Haight IOW, width IS%-,
*Oh C.

Murray Supply
East Main Street

r
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41.WelCars

Under
the
.
Mistletoe..
. what a perfect
time to give her a
Keepsake diamond
engagement ring.
All Keepsake perfect diamonds are
permanently registered, with a
lifetime guarantee
for perfect clarity.
fine white color and
RedUCtiOn Precise smders
See ourour collection
soon!

Stock
Sale

40% off Km3sakea
Nationally Advertised Price

' Le car
190 Renew.
ic•tlent condition
good gas mileage.
Weed, $3.250 Can
445 or 7*-4121
1981 Citation, 7
automatic with
and

New coaxial speaker with 5" woofer and
2" tweeter for clean, accurate sound
• Top Scan control panel for
easy dial viewing
• Cue and review, plus 3-digit tape counte
for fast location of specific tape portions
• AC/DC operation, with built-in AC cord

Furches Jewelry Chuck's Music Center
753-2135
Cart SINN*
Trade-Mark

Rings from $200 to $1°'°°°

1411 W. Main

neg.

Murray
45. Farmsfar Sale

45. Farms for Sale
Country living at it's
BEST. Brick Ranch 3
BR, 2 bath an office.
Formal dining. 2
Fireplaces. Built-in
stove with double ovens.
40x20 Swimming pool,
covered patio. Plus
30x2Q Recreation building. Workshop. Only
minutes from Ky. Lake.
On 2 acres for only
$85,000. Additional 20
acres can be bought
that has large barn and
pond. Owner financing.
Brenda Sirls, Realtors
502-1-354-6325.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
even closer - row cropping, livestock or a
comtlination of both tobacco barn,
nitk6,1044$1, farrowing
house-, year round
spring-fed creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake Oh, yes,
ladies, there is a four
bedroom brick home
pampered by its
owners. What more
could you ask on this 293
'Intl- rent',try - estate
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7. to a
qualified buyer. Yes,
dial 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

46. Homesfor Sale
By owner, or rent, low
payment. 4 blocks to
Court House, single
family, 5 bedroom, 2
bath or duplex, 9 rooms.
1 acre, 2 car
garage, fruit trees.
Owner financing. 7534307 or 436-5489.

Gold lit Silver
Wholesale Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza

14 Kt. Gold Chains
Light to Heavy Weight
Herringbone, Serpentine, Box And
Rope Chains And Many More.

60% Off
Custom Jewelry Made To Your
Specifications.
We Repair Jewelry, Sizing Rings
Chain Repair, Setting Stones.
Hours: 9-9 Daily

1-6Sunday

Desk Pon Sets
Pocket Pen Sets
s
Cress
Porker
•
‘
1", %soffit
Atha.Coss:
,.1 Desk Sots

Twin Lakes
;!$1 Office Products
7534123
314Mã
LiA# ,
I

MI 11111$ Sal
MOO tile owl
MUM CMan

111.1111
enis raw? *eves

eft as
NNW 6041 1064 C0/1
IVO
WIN 1040
,
940 SWroolb
titcillar saws. awe
chpim sem PI)41116

PAIN iNki
INTERIOR

)(TENSOR
PAINTING
II

PAPE RING

DOM 0

Si

Come Browse

0.•

753-3716
733-5212

•1•

vets

WIN 111419 in tem* att191
Wert,
/ 164y or rapine
I'm oppeows• and can
give references Call
after 4 30p m £4347,

Court Square
Antiques & Gifts

CUNNING
WWI
We de any type
of demobs.
474-$1136

753-7411

CANN.? keen

Gift Selections
Of
Accessories

1974 Model 31 ft. Airstream Travel Trailer
for sale, excellent condition. 527-1177.

15004

St Boats-Motors

RUGGED,DEPENDABLE°RIMS
MOWER

ri Jeep

*Over the int10 yews,95.11t. of II Jew
reign itare sot out worldly or playing

SO WHIM TIE MAERICM
HERITAGE OF4WD DEPENDABILITY.

WHY MOW A TRICK WHIN YOU CAN NINE A JEEP?

Cain's AMC Jeep Renault Inc.
Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky. 753-6448

Reveler Price $411.10
Nolidey Price

53. Services Offered
n.00it SANDING
20 years experiewco.
Stand floors ow
speciality.
BODEAU
ROOlt CO.
354-6127

CHEROKEE

Lamps
Furniture

Boat storage on Indust
rid l Road. Call after
5p.m.753-5595.

AND FINISHING

Gift ideas for Hie Miele family.
Come in now and mike year
selections eeriy.

$3990
Prices Geed Until Dec. 31

Overby Honda

Enix
Interiors

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
762-4732
435-4348

New lwaseles
Rel-Air Caster

News woo.Iv Sat. 9-141
H.Nlibls N 1 p.a.
Ti'..

1.41...)641
4
11;44
44
4
1w4t41
4.411.4.

Phone 753-1474

6.4r..s

P.O. Box 412
Tenth & Chestnot

*way,Ky 42071

APPLIANCE 5E1
ICE. Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
Three bedroom house, 2 vice 202 S. 5th St
Appliance service
baths, Midway area.
We talk.
753-4872, 753-8886 Washer, dryers,
Phone 436-2357.
•
IRPassports
(home).
refrigerator,
freezer,
/
2
Three bedroom, 11
I 0 s•
electric heat, and NI Resumes
bath rural home. Utility
microwave. All brands al block 8 white to, go
Alvan's, awl Vinyl
room with washer and
serviced. Call 759-1322.
dryer. Several outside
WW1 sad Mummifies
publication
•
Appliance repair work
storage buildings on
trim for all banes. It
CARTER STUDIO
in
Specialize
brands.
all
over 3 acres. $32,000.
stops painting.
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
Call Spann Realty As354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Jock Glover
soc. 753-7724.
Bob's Home Improve- Responsible mother
753-1173
/
2
Two bedroom, 21
N ment, 17 years building would like to do
acres, 7 miles east of
Murray on 280. 436-2802.
Christmas noddle experience, remodel- babysittIng In her
ing, additions, concrete home. 753-1554,
grooming. 474-8091.
work, repairs, general Tree trimming and
Concrete, block, brick,
home maintaince Call removing hedges and
founbasements,
1975 Honda Civic, 5
753-4.501.
shrubs. Free estimates
drive-ways,
dations,
speed, runs good. Call
sidewalks, patios, and CARPET CLEANING, 753-5476.
753-0717.
chimneys. Free es- Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
timates. Call 753-5476.
Vibra Steam Cleaning
FREE ESTIMATES on
1929 Chevy, 4 dr., all electrical, plumbing, (Upholstery Cleaning)
excellent condition, painting and well pump Lee's Carpet Cleaning
looks and runs great. needs. Licensed. Call 753-5827
Need a seamed *$3,500. Call 753-1223.
Hoovv-duty troubie 'bpi
UP
753-0092 or 753-9673.
wituilie
III ii41,041441:044 ccod
aloe? Beild-ep or
1969 Pontiac Catalina, GENERAL HOME
that Wore,.n steel reit' case With *witch. grounded
"natal Quaid and tool tap outlet
good running condition, REPAIR. 15 years ex212
lesIdentlel. local
clean interior. $500. Call perience. Carpentry,
references.
Call
Negb
437.4999.
concrete, plumbing,
Datisad, 759-1711 or
1969 VW Beetle, good roofing, sliding. NO
We specialiie le sever
7534176.
condition 753-5422.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
rest plastic wells. lawwwwwwoommiimi
1972 Monta Carlo, ex- estimates. Days 474sts. wenn lines and
cellent condition, make 2359, night 474-2276.
water systoles.
offer. 759-1972.
work
on
your
Need
111111wws Standard ferrite
1972 Pontiac Firebird, trees? Topping, prunnewly rebuilt engine, ing, shaping, complete
1024 Sealb 210 Street
good condition, re- removal and more. Call
Ilentiscky 42011
Pedecab,
asonable priced. Call B OVER'S TREE
IMO a.m.
Hodeesdar, Decawber 22, 1912
before 2p.m. 502-653- SERVICE for Pro901-364-3476
fessional tree care.
Mr. Williams hos other business interests ond feels he needs to
6375.
1973 Riveria Buick, 2 dr. 753-0338.
sell his Service Station. I-4e has commissioned our company to sell
hardtop, 1 owner, extra
it at Auction on the dote and time listed above.
clean, all radial tires,
radio, tape and cruise.
11l2 ton Floor Jock, Air Lift Bumper Jock, 4 Tire Rocks, Ammco
1980 Buick LaSabra,
extra good, small enModel 7750 Disc or Drum Brake Machine (with Truck Attachgine, radial tires. Call
ment), Walker 2-Ton Floor Jock, Atlas Air Conditioner Service
436-2427 anytime.
INSIDr VFRNON'S WISTERNSTOPF
Center
(2-1 Bulk Tank), AMA 400 Atlas Motor Analyzer, Bench
1974 Monte Carlo
Grinder, Creeper, Bear Headlight Aimer, Craftsman Tool Box with
Loudau. Call 759-1785.
Roll-A-Round Bose and Tools, Atlas Battery Charger on Wheels,
1975 Chevrolet Monza, 4
cylinder, 4 speed,
Oil Drain Con, Hydraulic Bumper Jock, 2-Wheel Dolly, Atlas Cool$1,000. 753-9101
ing System Flusher, Air Conditioner Voc and Pump, Coati 3040A
1976 Datsun 2110Z 2x2,
Tire
Changer, FMC Dual Meter Computer Boloncer Mode!
automatic, light blue,
Amerimoc Tire Flexor, Amewrirnoc Tire Truing Mochini7FMC
factory air, AM -FM
stereo tape. Priced to
Single Meter Balancer, Hunter Light Alignment Machine with Air
sell by owner. Call
Jock ond Air Power Rock, Drum Brake Machine, 1 Lot Chrome
753-1799 after 5:30 p.m.
Wheels, Tire Tub, 1 Lot Jock Stands, Drive Way Bell and Hosts.
1977 Cutlass Supreme
Offla MIME
Broughum, red, black
top, wire wheels,
Small Desk, Office Choir, 2-Drawer File Cobinet, 2.3 Channel CB,
loaded, all options. $2,
Snack Vending Machine with Changer, R.C. Allen Cosh Register
SOO Call 4924884.
4
x 8 Portable Sign, Fire Extinguishers
1978 Ford Fairmont, 2
MMUS
door, new tires. Will sell
or trade for cheaper
1977 Chevrolet Wrecker with 500 Holmes, dolly, split boom, push
car. Call 753-3307.
pumper, 2 snatch blocks, scotch blocks, in excellent condition
1978 Toyota Celica GT, 5
without title: 1976 Buick (obondoned), 1972 Gremlin
Selling
speed, great car with
(wrecked).
rear defogger, AC,
Factory AM-FM cassTERMS Cosh, Cashier's Check or Bonk Letter of Credit unless o
ette, new radial tires
registered buyer at our auctions and known by our sole personnel.
Call 474-1111911 after 5:00
Announcements day of sole take precipoent over printed matter.
plus on weekends.
Sole Conducts° by
1979 Camaro. Call after
JAM MIN US ASOMATE1
5, 753-60117.
1979 1-21 Camaro, r top,
P.O. an 7729
V-8, automatic, P.S.,
Vernon's
Paducah, Kentecily 42101
P.B., air, cruise, tilt,
Olympic Plaza
J.M. Sr..., Dreher sod lactisam
electric windows and
Hour% 9 9 Disilv 9 6 Sunday
Pleases 442-9762 554-9429
locks, AM FM tape,
new tires. 753-8710
•

46. Homesfor Sale
507 Popular, excellent
location, investment,
$24,500. Brenda Sirls
Realtors. 5021-354-6325
or 502-1-354-6900.
Cramped, need room?
There lots of room in
this 4 bedroom home
located in Kirksey area,
an older home with
modern decorating,
large dining room, den,
living room. Has large
closed in front porch,
best of all is priced only
$21,500. Morgan
Trevathan and Gun
Realtor, 753-4000 or
489-2266.
Read this carefully
then let us know when
you want to see it. 3
bedroom, all appliance
kitchen attached garage, excellent condition. Low interest
financing possible.
Convenient location in
south section of town,
$28,500. KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.

FOR
SALE
Large cereforteble
beam, $ bedrooms a
Atb mil as office,
31
/
2 baths, two
garages(Macleod) 30
z 30 family new WA
fireplace, 2nd
fireplece in Nag
mow, central beat
sad air, intercom,
plume wed cableirisiaa
fucks tbrowebeet, cit#
water corraty taxes.
ecro let in weiet
subdivisiee $ win.
fres downtewe less
time $25 per sq. ft. if
purchased before Dec.
31.

Owner 753-4303
Evelio's.

,

Furniture
Glassware
Primitives
Tools
Coke Items

Sl.Campers
52 Acre farm for sale
with frontage on
Highway 121 South approximately 8 miles
from Murray. 20 tendable acres, the rest in
woods and pasture.
Reduced to $31,000 with
owner financing
available. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
62 Acre on Hwy. 299,
North of Kirksey, good
tobacco barn, will sell
all or part, $49,600.
48C-2425.
Prime pined pleasure is
what you get on these 25
acres. The acreage can
be purchased with 1/3
down and with NO
interest with payments
at $200 per month. Yes,
we said NO interest.
Dial 753-1492 to start
your no interest
payments...CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

WINItoul *Wig ma.
rag 81141
,
011.
soft. 14
sisesonerv song. coin
C•11 Laytee Hetson
75341$

St Usk!Tracks
1974 15 passenger ,Dodge
Maxi Van with windows
all the way around,
good shape, inquire at
Bucy's Market in Almo
Heights. Day 753 1934 or
night 753-1861
1974 Chevrolet pickup, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
1,450. Call 753-0457.
1974 Ford Van, 6 cyliner, straight shift,
custom paint, good
condition. 753-8174.
1979 Ford Ranger, 4
WO, good condition,
$4,500. 753-99/2 after
5:00p.m.

CA* 7r4

WS Meng

Antique Quilts

air and 34,000 miles.

Sorolcos011oroo

ILlenketOlbeel
as •••••• Imo
••. carplobry 104444P411

ill Your Stocking
With Nostalgia

Call 733 7785
A rail type dune buggy.
good condition. Cali
*fore 2p m 502 653
6375.
or sale or trade, 1971
Buick LaSsbra. 7 dr..
work car. 14013 or
best offer. 47-4192

CFM-33
AM/FM RADIO CASSETTE-CORDER

MN,

Where The Buffalo
Roamed...and the deer
still play.. nature
lovers, take note! Priceless trees surround
this rustic-built like new
three bedroom home.
Enjoy that park-like
yard on your deck.
Floor plan is open and
spacious. Unusual opportunity for the city
dweller to live in the
country. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors today at 7531492.

46. Homesfor Sale

53. Services Offered

£3. Services Offered

r

V. Motorcycles

49. Used Cars

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

WELL
DRILLING

Murrayftsmpt Auto
AUCTION

"OYSTER &
IICCALP111
WELLS MILLING

GOLD & SILVER
JEWELERS

".
9SWAP SALE

We will accept in trade

towards purchase price of new
merchandise old jewelry,
coins,(old gold or silver), gold
hains, antique watches,
depression glass, dishes, bottles, rifles, pistols, shotguns,
5 MM cameras or what have
ou.
Trades will be accepted on
tems in both stores.
Bring in what you don't
eed trade it for what you do
eed.
Western Store

7130y,

AGE 1$ THE MURRAY.

'British-French supersonic jetliner dodging financial storm clouds
LONDON (AP) — Six
years after its turbulent
takeoff, Concorde, the
British-French supersonic jetliner, is still
dodging financial storm
clouds.
Though passengers appear to love it, the state
subsidies that keep it
aloft are as uncertain as
the winds over the Atlantic Ocean.
In London, the Conservative government of
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher has said that
after next April it will no
longer pick up $22.5
million to $25.5 million a
year in "support costs."
In Paris, President
Francois Mitterrand's
Socialist government
continues to absorb a $23
million yearly operating
loss.
In the past seven months, Air France Concorde
services from Paris to
Rio de Janeiro, Caracas,
Mexico City and
Washington have been
axed, and there are persistent rumors — denied
by the French Transportation Ministry — that its
remaining New York
flights will be grounded.
Despite the uncertainties, the sleek, deltawinged plane with the
swivel nose — down for
landing, up for cruising —
soars over the Atlantic
each dazir cruising at

Services for Carl Andrew Vick will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel. Ewing
Stubblefield will officiate
and Bobby Stubblefield
will be in charge of the
song service.
Pallbearers will be
James Stewart, David
Vick, Paul Max Wilson,
Hershel Southern, James
Lindsey and Hollis
Davenport. Burial will
follow in Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Vick, 72, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died Thursday at
12:30 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Wavil Mathis
Vick; three daughters,
Mrs. Richard Bennett,
Seattle, Wash., Mrs. Bill
Henning, Akron, Ohio,
and Mrs. Tom Bakise,
Tampa, Fla.; three
sisters, Mrs. Beatrice
Brock and Mrs. Stewart
Briant, Paducah, and
Mrs. E.C. Jackson, San
Antonio, Texas; two
brothers, Ralph Vick,
Smithland, and Winford
Vick, St. Louis, Mo.; five
grandchildren.

Generarlialres
Gereral Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gat OU

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
Df Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.

iww.

J C. Penney
Jena,
R Mart
Mary Ray Commence
Nowak
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US.Tobacco
Wal Mart
weDdy.,
Wetterau

+143
314 +4
unc,_
27% -41"
Se%
141
. +11
3S14
35%

industrial Average
rur Products
Arnencan Motors
'fantod
American Telephone
_Chelier

BMW
Ford

1,350 mph, landing a
mere three hours and 45
minutes after takeoff,
three hours faster than
other jets.
At least for the immediate future, it appears likely to continue
doing so.
"We support Concorde," said a spokesman
for the French Transportation Ministry. "We are
committed Wit."
Sir John King, chairman of state-owned
British Airways,
declared: "Concorde services will go on. We are
very happy about future
prospects."
Indeed, the British
have some reason to be.
Since the government
decided to write off the
120 million-pound purchase price ($193 million
at today's exchange
rate), BA's seven Concordes have soared from
losses of $16.2 million between 1976 and 1981 to profits of $3.2 million in 198182 and $11.3 million in
1982-83.
More than half a
million passengers have
been carried. The
airline's twice-daily
flights from London to
New York and three
times a week to
Washington fly 70 percent
full.
By June 1983, British
Airways expects to begin
17111 +
handing over to the
IS%
Treasury
80 percent of
We enc.
31 +le Concorde operating pro+%
a +I% fits.
411 -Poo
The bright horizon was
3
4 clouded last month by
21% +/
+01 Trade Minister Ian
an me. Sproat's decision to stop
1346 %
35.4' footing the bill for suprib WC. port costs
— men and
IT% +14
11% +14 equipment needed for
11%B. IDSA testing
and licensing

Today's
lowestpriced
pickupr1
1983

T.)

Vi
CAI

•at
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0131TDURDISTUDINE

mazDa

.1. If 8110 335:A3dO114

32%

Carroll Mazda
800 Chestnut
Murray
/53-8850

KLINT Kan

LEXINGTON, K y.
(AP) — A Fayette Circuit
Court jury has said that
retired Kentucky State
Police Sgt. Ralph Ross IIlegally taped 14 conversetions from the home
telephone of former
legislative aide Henry
Vance Jr.
However, the jury also
ruled early today that
Ross was innocent of installing an illegal
eavesdropping device on
the phone at Vance's Lexington apartment,
The jury also found
Ross innocent on 10 other
charges of making illegal
tapes. Two other charges
were dismissed during

UX11SVE12,1y. (AP)(USDA) - ELmeted recoipls aMe sod cattle X0,
Ximhod miss of rigrennted slaughter
aid hair chime Milady
Swithe leers pod 1 10M NW ail
IMO ens 14 a.mt.si,.few int/ideals
a__4doer' to 31111a44%& bob
pa& 1 MO lbs. ILK
Yeader dare medium frame 1 111
MX mho frame 1 boll eaten 37$411
16.354.10; heifers coed= frame 3
4111
MM.
Per tire week Saggliter nears opened M
beer, closed Ready 1,35 Mew heifers
weak, cloned
lo
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cow, till lower; isoglier bulls

=

SW terriessodas Maier 14
La 31.30110,_
311411 'as
MSG*, I 1711
MA 3111431
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=dime 11141
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$41.1041.00
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US 1-3515*lba
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GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE
Die $molle($1itype
733.3174
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Great Gifts!
•Blended Tobaccos
•Imported agsrs
•Welnet Accessories *Lighters
•Pipes
•Pipe Racks
'
Tobacco & Cigar
Tobacco Pouches
'
Neasidors
Christmas Hours
N...-5.1. 9-8

413=21r

Merle Is making
things happen...
She has sold
this

$124,500
week.

To sell your home
fast, send it tb"
market with Marie.
She can help you
with the three
P's...PACKAGING
(suggesting small
improvements). . .
PRICE (helping you
decide the right
amount). . . PRQ:_
SPECTS (attracting
serious buyers)
Put the spirit
of Century 21
to work for you.

LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
1200 Sycamore,. hiuney
(502)253 1492

Bright and merry
wishes this festive
season,for a

It is the best
of times for
sharing love

Yriff)

and
KERO-SUN OFFERS A FULL UNE OF
CONVENIENT ACCESSORIES FOR EASY,
EFFICIENT OPERATION OF YOUR
KERO-SUN"PORTABLE HEATER.
Make your Kero-Sun' portable
heater even more efficient and
easier to use vint genuine Ker0-Sun
accessories. The new Kero-Sun
Performance iat includes everything
you'll need to keep your heater at
peak performance. The high-quality
KEW-Sun 5-gallon can has a
convenient carrying handle.
The Kero-Sun* battery-powered
Siphon Pump makes quick work Of
filling your heater. For the

Iodidesetc of Major Brand Oil
•Complete Chassis Lubrication
*Oil Filter
•Safaty Chick: Broke System, Suspension, Exhaust System, Shocks, Fon
& Accesery Belts, Battery L Cables, Cooling System Hoses and All Tires &
Air Pressure.

laughter
Moonlighter* heater, there's a
curved stainless steel reflector. Plus,
special cook rails for the
Moonlighter* heater and Model K''
cookstove. And always Insist on
Kero-Sun wicks and Igniters. As with
Kero-Sun service, they're all top
quality. See us today for accessories,
too!

...and
saying
"thank you"
to all

KERO-SUPO HEATERS SANE YOU
MONEY WHILE THEY KEEP YOU%WM

those you
hold
dear.

5 GALLON CAN
FREE WITH HEATER
PURCHASE!

REMEMBER:
Rudolph Guarantees All Service Work in Writing.
Pima Make Appeintmset

0 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH
- TIRES & ALIGN NT
RUDOLPH TIRES lit ALIGNMENT 71 S.

'11.5

•

MEET
MITESICIS

celebration.

Oil Lobe & Filter

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

be against it in this case.
"The jury's expression
was very humanitarian,"
Roberts said."The public
has to understand that going to jail is not
necessarily the proper
punishment."
Defense attorney
William E. Johnson of
Frankfort said,"Naturally, I am not happy with
the results of the verdict
after the jury had
deliberated for the length
of time it did."

happy holiday

Give Your Car The Gift
Of Service This Year!
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the trial by Circuit Judge
George Barker,
The jury recommended
leniency for ROW after
deliberating his fate for
more than 24 hours
Wednesday and Thursday. It recommended
sentences of one year in
prison on each of the
counts, with a further
recommendation for leniency.
Prosecutor Larry
Roberts said he personally would not be against
such leniency.
Roberts said his office
does not get involved in
the decision for probeion, "but personally my
f_eelings are I would not

iseglier calm aid
US5.11 low; ieeder dews My :Usk;
heifers steady to firm lestineee 1.25

641 S. M urrsez

ACM AEM:w 441w

"You can't take your
money with you," he explained.

Hog market

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

For the occasional
passenger, money is no
object.

MAYFIELD KY -- 247-0673 or 1 800-592 2.188

ACCESSORIES
TO THE FACT

Cloth bucket seats, cruise, tilt, power windows, power door locks, rear defogger,
AM-FM tape, sun roof, wheels.

Singaixwe businesamon
Kim Tiong took his wile,
six children, his parents,
a son-in-law and two
nieces with him from
London to New York. The
bill: $34,906.

Retired police sergeant's trial held

Livestock market

We Will Be
Closed Dec. 24, 25

1977 Pontiac G.P.

Both BA and Air
France are now using the
plane for package tours,
flying soccer fans to the
World Cup in Spain and
archaeology buffs to the
pyramids of Egypt.

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.

149

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

great help in my line of
work," said New York
advertising executive
Oliver C. Hill before boarding a recent flight at
London's Heathrow Airport. "When there are
clients to see in London
and Nei, york the same
day, there is just no other
way to operate."

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

Delden Garage
Door 0 eners

$5288 t
Good Tbre Dm. 31, 1982

'Includes dealer prep freight charges
Taxes license options extra
Based on comparrson of rnfn suggested
retail prices and product content See us
for our deal

planes.
But soon, development
costs soared — eventually reaching $3.24 billion —
the airline industry sagged and the plane ran into
production difficulties
and opposition from environmental groups,
which complained of the
noise and fought to keep it
out of big city airports.
The plane made its
maiden flight March 2,
1969, over Toulouse,
France. It wasn't until
Jan. 21, 1976, that the first
passengers were carried
— from London to
Bahrain by British Airways.
Concorde's main problem has always been the
cost of flying it. A ParisNew York ticket costs
$1,497, London to New
York $1,915. At those
prices, nearly 18 percent
higher than regular firstclass fares, few but
expense-account fliers
can afford the luxury of
supersonic travel.
Those who do take Concorde are enthusiastic.
"The Concorde is a

,500 S 4th St

Mazda B2000 Sundowner

Standard features include:
•5-speed overdrive
• Steel-belted radials
•5/
1
21J-14 wheels
•Swing-out side vent
windows
•Tinted g,lass
• Breathable vinyl 3passenger bench seat
•In-box tie-down bars
• And much more!

operations.
But BA has countered
with a plan for one year's
postponement in the
transfer of both the support costs and the profits.
In the interim, it popa to
cut costs to below $6.5
million and negotiate a
cut-price deal for spare
parts.
"We want to keep flying Concorde because,
one, it's profitable and
two, it's an imagebuilder," says BA
spokesman Ted Duggan.
The picture is far less
rosy for Air France. The
airline's seven planes
have lost $98 million.
Despite • shedding Unprofitable routes, it expects to lose another $26
million in the current
year, of which the
government will absorb
90 percent.
Air France ended its
debt-ridden Rio-Caracas
service on April 1 of this
yeatashington run
Oct. 29 and Mexico City
Oct. 31.
With its Paris-New
York daily flight usually
just over 60 percent full,
spokesman Jim Collins
said the airline continues
to fly Concorde "solely at
the request of the French
government."
Concorde has been a
doubtful proposition from
the start.
Conceived in 1962, its
builders, British
Aerospace and France's
Aerospatiale, expected it
to revolutionize longdistance jet travel. The
two governments
budgeted 170 million
pounds($275 million at today's prices) for developing it, planned to start flying passengers by 1969
and expected to sell 400
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for Mr. Vick
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